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Through the Tropics;
OR, ·

Frank Reade, Jr.'s Adventures in the Gran Chaco.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "The Magic Island," "The Lost Navigators," "In the Black Zone," etc., etc.

CHAPTER I.
READY.
THROUGH the central part of South America and nearly the whole
length of the Parana river extends the Grand Chaco.
Every booted and spurred vaquero, every yellow-visaged Gringo, or
gaunt-framed mule driver and cattle herder, who ha•tls up at Asconsion after a season's drive, bas wonderful tales or adventure to relate
while wandering over ~his miglltV expanse of plain and table land.
What the Llano Estacado Js to the United States so is the Grand
Chaco to thl' South American. It is a region half explored, half unknown, filled with dangers, dread and mystery.
One day there appeared before Buenos Ayres in tne mout,h of the
Parana river a small st~:amer flying the American colors. It dropped
.
anchor, and soon a small boat put out and came ashore. .
At the quay the U. S. Consul with a couple or Argentme offiCials
were in waiting to greet the newcomers, whose corning it seemed was
not unexpected.
·
From the boat there sprang two men, Jeavmg the light craft to the
four seamen who were nt the oars. One or these men was Captain
Randall, of the Stea:ner Utopia, and a thorougll Yankee.
The other was tall, youthful, bot handsome and di~tingoisht!d look·
in g.
" Ab, Mr. P almer," said Captain Randall. shaking hands with the
consul, "I am glad to meet you again, Not a day older, as I live!
Same old six pence I'll wager! Look at me! I've grown as gray as a
rat. But nllow me-my friend, Mr. Frank Reade, Jr.''
" Indeed! I am pleased," said Consul Palmer, as be shook hands
with the younger mao. " I believe I was at one time fairly well acquainted with your father, Mr. Reade. Always inventing some wonderful thing or otber."
"And ttis is a chip of the old block!" cried Captain Rnndall, slapping l<'rank on tl.te shoulder, " only a little more so, as tile old saying
goes. He double discounts his father as an inventor."
Tile young inventor blushed.
"I cry you mercy!'' he . exclaimed, "that is too much. I am very
glad to make your acquaintance, Mr. Palmer!"
The consul then engaged in a brief conversation with his visitors.
All this wbile the Argentine officials bad been standing silently hy.
Now, however, Palmer introduced them and the next sutject brought
forward was the object of their visit to the Argentine.
" You can never guess it," cried Captain Randall, " I will tell you
something remarkable. Iu the bold of my vessel out yonder iR one
or tbe most wonderful inventions of the age. It is an Electric Trav·
eler.''
Palmer looked puzzled.
" What the deuce is that!" be asked.
" You shall see," declared the enthusiastic captain. "We propose
to unload it here, right on tbis quay. With it, Mr. Reade and his two
servanfoj!, Barney and Pomp, propose t.o take a trip through the tropics by \vny of tbe Gran Cbnco."
"Ab!" exclaimed the consul, "it is a vehicle then?"
''Yes." ·
·
" I shall be glad to see it. I have no doubt the president of this
republic will give you passports to go where you chOose. He is very
friendly to Amertcans."
AT BUENOS AY&ES-GETTING

" That is very kind," said Frank Reade, Jr., with a bow to the Argentine official!!; "I appreciate the courtesy.''
"Senor Americano need look for no interference," replied one of
the officials; "he is welcome to tbfJ Argentine."
" Bot you most first dine with me," declared Palmer. " My house
is not far from here, ami I have a carriage ready.''
Frank exchanged glances with the captain. He was naturally
anxious to unload the machine, yet averse to declining the court·
e~.

So he said politely:
" I thank you. We can give orders to send a lighter out to the
&hip and bring the Travlller off while we are absent.''
"It shall be done!'' cried the captain, who bad all the while been
extremely anxious for fear Frank would decline. "I will give the
order now!"
Accordingly be advanced to the edge of the quay and gave orders
to the seamen. They rowed away to the silip, and' the party entered
a cardnge near and were driven to the consul's house.
Barney and Pomp, a genial Irlshrn·an and a jolly negro, were on
board the U•opia, and hastened to obey Frank's orders with alacrity.
A lighter was Inter towed alongside, and preparations were made
to remove the sections of the machine to the wharf.
It did not take the hardy roustabouts long to do tbiR, Barney and
Pomp overseeing the job. Then the Traveler was conveyed to the
quay.
Here Barney and Pomp directs<! 1be putting together of the machine, and also had the stores and equipmeuts placed on board. And
this is a fitting time to take a brief look at the Traveler.
Frank Reade, Jr.'s idea in constructing tbe 'l'raveler was to build a
machine that would be light, yet strong and bullet-proof, and capable
of affording living quarters for the travelers while journeying through
wild and dangerous parts of the world.
The machine must be capable as he well knew of traveling
over rough ground, as well as smooth plain, Q! threading jungles ~>nd
lording swifL rivers. For all these contingenCies he had provided.
The body of the Traveler was long and narrow, and made of bullet
proof, though thin steel. It had plate glass windows and a door protected with wire netting. The lower port or this bodv of the carriage
contained several compartments, fitted up respectively lor living room
nod staterooms with a storeroom. ~:ngme room and pilot bouse.
Of course the motive r (lWer was electriCity, the storage of which
was n secret or Frank's. The machinery was light, but powerful and
connected with the forward axle of the vehicle.
There was an upper deck with brass gnard ralls, and a dome with
aky light furnished light for those within. Over the pilot-house was
an electric search-light of tremendous power and range.
The Traveler waa equipped with three dynamite guns_ These were
but pneumatic tubes of thin steel, the projectiles or shell being Impelled with compressed air.
.
These guns were fearful deadly. A shell sent from one of them was
capable of blowing things to atoms within a large radius. Besides
these there was also a small arsenal or arms in the cabin of the Traveler.
There'ore the machine was well equipped for a perilous journey Ill a
foreign land.
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The running gear or the Traveler was light but strong. The wheels
A aweepingtlnnce showed him that this mao was deeply in earnest,
bad rubber tires like those or a bicycle, so that great speed could be and that some great trouble was upon bin;.
gained, toven over a poor road. But, even if overtaken in a rough
His patrician features were partly shadowed by the ricllly-braltled
tract or country by a roe, a most valiant defense could be made by the sombrero. His dress throughout showed him a man or wealth and
distinction. It was no light mauer which had brought him here a.s a
inmates or the vehicle.
For cutting its way through heavily grassed pampas or thick jun- supplicant.
So Frank said:
gles, the machine was equipped with sharp knives which could be !as·
" What is your story, senor!"
tened to the hubs of the w!ieels and alllo the forward axle. These, re·
volving, would easily cut down any ordinary material in the way.
"You shall hear it," replied the stock herder, with a ring of pathos
For fording streams or crossing any small body of water there were in his voice, "though it tears my heart strings to recall it."
" I am Jose Gonsalvo, and in all the Chaco there are no larger or
paddles, which could be fasten ed up<'n the wheels, the forward axle
being manipulated for steering just as on the ln.nd. The Traveler was finer herds than mine. My hacienda is deep in the heart of the richest
grazing, and until a few weeks since it has been a haven or comfort,
water-tight in her lower part and made quite seaworthy.
There were many minor details about the machina which we will joy and brightness to me.
" But alasl in an evil hour, a liend in h•1man sbapa bas robbed it
not give attention to just now, but leave to future reference in the
o! that light, whica was to me dearer thnn ll!e. Jesu, pity! do not
course o! the story.
turn coldly from a sorrowing father. My Muriel, my own child, the
It was some hours before Frank and Captain Randall returned from
the dinner at Consul Palmer's house. They reached the quay to find image ol my dead Isabella, was foully torn from my bosom, and from
my life.
the Traveler all set up and equipped for tha start.
It was surrounded by a curio:Js crowd or interested onlookers, who
" In my absence on the runge, Red Murillo, the greatest wretch
among
the outlaws of the Chaco, descended upon my hacienda, \'lith
bad never Reen anythin g like it before.
A number or Buenos Ayres officials were with the party. and Frank his vile band, and after looting: it, curried away my Muriel, my aarl·
for the eake o! tlip!omacy took them aboard the vehicle. They exam· ir.g angel daughter. Long and bard I have ridden with my brave
friends at my back. Long have I striven to track the guilty wretch,
ined it with interest.
·
And not one in the party but declared it superior to any railway but in vain.
" He has eluded me, and I am in despair. But my friend, the Al·
coach, and one of the Gringos wan ted the privilege of accompanying
calde, Don Venturo, has told me of you and your wonderful traveling
the party.
. "I have lots of cattle in the Chaco," he declared. "I can help you, wagon with its powerful guns. So Senor, I have hastened hither in
senors, and show you the points of interest if you will allow me to join all my despair to beg of you aid in my sqrrowing quesl. The Amer!•
cano has a heart ami he will not wro coldly from the father who seeks
your party."
Of course Frank evaded the proposition nod finally politely declined to rescue his daughter from the power of villains. The Americaoo is
much to the disappointment of the Gringo. Captain Randall was now noble and chivalrous. He will aid me!"
After this thrilling narrative and pathetic appeal Don Jose stood
ready to return to his vessel.
"I am going to round the Horc nnd visit Valparaiso," be declared; with his burning gaze lixed upon the young inventor. For a moment
"if you can give me an idea ns to what time you will return to meet Frank was silent.
The passionate appeal bad not been without Its el!'ect upon him.
me here, I would like it, Mr. Reade."
But he hesitated.
Frank was thoughtful a moment.
" Yours is a sud story, senor," he said; "but is It possible, think
••I have been considering the matter," he declared, "and I have
decided not to return to Buenos Ayres as we talked of in the first ynu, for me to give you aid?"
"Av, senor!" replied Gonsalvo eagerly. "You can fight a legion
place."
of the outlaws with your powerful guns; you can travel where horses
The captuin was astonished.
"What!" he exclaimed. "Not return to Buenos Ayres! Where and men cannot; yours is the power!''
Frank did not attempt to deny this. He knew that it v(as largely
then shall I meet you!"
true.
''Let it be at Rio tie Janeiro." replied Frank; "after traversing the
After all, what better could he do than undertake this chivalrous as
Grand Chaco it seems t o me that it would be much neurer to cut well as humane mission! It need not Interfere w1tb necessary explorncross the country to that point than to return here."
ation. In !act, it was adventure he wus seeking.
"Why, so it would!''
But his mind was alread}' made up. He extended his hand t" the
"Very good; if you will meet me in Rio ::~ three montbs from now, stock-herder and said in excellent Spanish:
I shall be very glud."
"I will do all I can to help you rescue your daughter, senor."
The captum bowed.
The agonized parent was profuse in his expressions or delight. He
" It shall be so," he rt~plied . " I wish you good luck and a pleas- could hardly find words t.o express his gratitude.
ant journey through the tropics.''
By this t1me the story hut! spread through the crowd. All bad
"Thank you!''
heard of Red Murillo, and the a!Hiction of Don Jose appealed to their
T~ey shook hands wannly.
sympathies.
Then Captain ·Randall leaped into his boat, and was rowed away
They swung their hats 11nd cheered the Americanos. Fran:t mod·
to his ship. Fran!!: saw him depart with momentary sensations of a estly bowed in acknowledgment and sprung aboard the Traveler.
thrilling sort.
Barney opened the motor lever and the wheels began to turn. Up
He was now face to face with the ~rent .project which he had the street of the city the wonder:ul electric vehicle ran.
undertaken.
The mighty wilderness, with its unknown perils and
And the crowd cheered madly, while Don Jose and his cavalcade
uncertainties, was before him.
galloped on behind. Thus they passed through Buenos Ayre11 and
For u momen~ lle experienced a faint regret-a sort of homesick into the open country.
sensation, then he smiled at his weakness.
The great trip through the Tropics was well begun, and already
" All aboard!" he said to Barney and Pomp.
exciting adventure und thrilling incident was promised.
" All roight, sor!'' cried the Celt.
"We'se done rAady, sabl" declared Pomp.
Both, lively fellows scrambled aboard the vehicle. Frank was
CHAPTER II.
about to follow them whPn a surprising thing happened.
J.N' TUE GRA.N CHACO-THE PAMPAS :FIRE,
Down the narrow street leading to the quay there came a party
of horsemen madly ridin,!{.
Now with the reader's kind permission we will transpose the scene
They were dressed in the picturesque garb of stock herders, and the or our story to ~he m1ghty depths o! the Gran Chaco.
foremost was a tall, powerful-framed man or com manding appea!'Sutlic" it to say that, leaving Buenos Ayres, the Traveler with Gooance, with a flowing white beard and hair, which made him look really salvo and his men bad journeyed rapidly into the wilderness. So fur
patriarchal.
no incident worthy of noLe had occurred.
He flung his horse upon its haunches, and leaped !rom the saddle
But now that they were deep in the heart of the Chaco, the scene
just in front of Frank. Dotllng his broad sombrero, he made a low b~:guu to change.
,
bow.
·
The Traveler could speed rapidly over the hard floor of the plain,
"Buenos ssnor," he said, in a rich mellow voice, "Don Jose Gon· and would have left Gonsalvo and his men far behind had Frank seen
salvo at your service. I am, indeed, fortunate to lind yoa here!"
' fit to do so. But the party kept together, and steadily they worked
Frank was at a loss to understand what the tall Gringo could want their way into the wilderness.
with him, but he made reply:
Don Gonsalvo affirmed that the stronghold of Murillo would be
" I am glad to meet yon, senor. What favor can I render you!"
found far up in the wilderness, near the Bermejo rirei'.
Hera the country was rough and broken and afforded deep canyon&
" Ab, then, ;rou will rendP.r me a favor, senor." cried the aged herder, impulsively. 1• l:ianta Maria bless you. The Americaoo bus a and rocky fastnesses. Here Murillo had his headquarters in an ul·
most inaccessible region from which he descended at suitable times to
heart, and will listen to the sad story of a breaved father."
Frank began to see through the game now. This mao had come to rob, pillage uo<1 murder. He was the terror of the law abiding herhim to ask some service, just what it was not easy to guess. Hun· ders of the Chaco.
So the course had been made steadily toward the Bermejo River.
dreds of others had done the same thing before the young inventor
had left America, and had he granted all their requests, be would have Days passed, and still the party kept booming ahead,
They encountered many ht.rds of cattle, being rounded up by the herd·
bad a life occupation on his hands.
The result had been a positive rdecllnation of all requests. An era, and frequently found rough habitations in the wilds.
annoyed look for a moment shone in Fran~'s eyes,
Sometimes information was ~tnlned regarding Murlllo, but he was
It was upon his lips to tell the aged senor that it would be lmpos~i· always represented as being at Bermejo; so they kept on.
ble for him to listen to any proposition. But he hesitated.
" Begorra, it's the woildest part av the worruld I lver waa lnl"

'"'--
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declared Barney, as they rolled on over plain .and tllrongh jungle
and woods. "Shure, Africky don't howld a candle to it."
"Or Ireland either, fo' dat," declared Pomp, w1th an innocent
air.
Barney turned sharJ) about.
"Phwat's that yez say, sorf'' he demanded, sharply.
"A'rigbt, sub,'' said Pomp, blandly.
The Celt glared at the coon. It was abont time for them to have
the customary ruction.
This was a peculiarity of their friendship
that one was always engaged in nagging the other.
There was nothing they enjoyed more than a rough and tumble
wrestle or a wrangle of some sort. Yet they were the warmest of
friends.
There was nothing Barney would resent quicker than an allusion to
his native isle. Like all true born Hibernians, he was loyal to his
fatherland.
So he sidled up to Pomp with a sinister glare in his eyes.
"No, it ain't all roight, me foiue frind!'' he declared. "Yez meant
that fer ari attack upon me native so'i:l, an' be me sow! I'll not take
thb insult! Ireland, sor, is a foine intelligint countbry, an' yez can't
deny it!''
"Huh!" ejaculated Pomp; '' yo' jes' wants to pick up a row, does
yo'T Wba' did I say dat youse mad at!''
"Yez called Ireland a wiluerness, sor! An' it's a foicer counthry
than ynre ancisters com from. Shure the O'Sheas are descended
from--"
"Rats!" exclaimed Pomp. " Yo' kain't talk 'bout nuffin' but yo'
ancestors. How does I know yo' eber had enny1"
" Whurroo!'' bowled thll indignant Celt, " pbwat do yez take me
fer, yez black son av an ape! Share, tbat's an insult no tllrue Inshman kin iver overlook!"
With which he threw out one foot and Pomp sat down on the deck
of the Traveler very hard. This at once set the ball rolling.
Tbe coon sprang up with blood in his eyes. H'e started for the Celt
shaking his bead like 11 mad bull.
" Look o'ut dar fo' trubble!'' be yelled. " l'se gwine to fix yo' fo'
dat!''
Barney made a whack at the coon, but missed him. The next moment Pomp's head took him in the stomach like a battering ram.
He sat down bard on the deck. The darky stumbled over him, and
they clir;cbed.
Tilen followed a desperate struggle. They were well matched.
They fought like tigers until so exhausted that they were finally
compelled to quit. Tllen they heard Frank coming out of the pilot
house.
"Whisht!'' cried the Celt, "there corns Mlsther Frank.''
"Yo' am right.''
"Will yez apologize!''
"No, sah !"
"Thin be jahers; I'll cum square wld yez another toime!"
"Yo' kain't do ill"
a
T!Jen away they scrambled to their respective quarters, and Frank
found them industriously at work when he appeared on the 6cene.
Frank bad come out of the pllot·house for a purpose. '!hey bad
been for some hours traversing a beaviJy.grassed plain.
Far away to the northward he had spied a long column of smoke,
which ha<l suddenly seemed to rise up out of the plain.
After studying it for som" while a tllrilling conviction dawned upon
him. It, of course, meant that sJmewllere in that quarter there was
a fire.
What If the Pampas were afire and it should swoop down in their
direction. They were many miles from water, open ground, and could
not fail to be overtaken.
" By Jove!" muttered the young inventor, " that is hardly a pleasant thing to think of. I believe I'll baye a word with Don Jose and
see what he thinks of it.''
' So as he appeared on the deck Barney and Pomp were industriously en~aged and there was no visible trace or their recent atl'air.
" Barney," said Frank, " go into the pilot·housA ami steer the
Traveler for awhile. I want to speak with Don Jose.''
" All roigbt, sor!" replied the Celt.
But even as Frank reached the rail he saw the stock-herder come
dashing excitedly up on his horse. His manner was extremely excited.
" Ah, Senor Reade,'' he cried in Spanish, " do you see that distaut cloud of smoke!"
•· I do, Don Jose,'' replied Frank. " and I was just about to call
your attention to it. Do you think it meand anything serionsf'
" Oh Indeed, yes, Senor!" replied the stock·herder, " it can mean
only one thing.''
" What Is that!"
"Death, _unless we can outrun the llamas!''
Frauk shivered.
" Do you think the fire was set with reference to us!" he asked.
"Si, senor," replied Don Jose, "there is nt> doubt of it."
" Then-we must be near the rendezvous or Mur1llo.''
" Not but another day's journey.''
" But how would Murillo know that we were coming to attack him!"
Don Jose laughed harshly.
"Ah, senor,'' he replied, "the news left Buenos Ayres before we
did. The spies and colleagues of Murillo are everywhere. It is safe
to say that word reached him a full day since.''
" And he has been watching for us ever sincef'
" Exactly, senor.''

I"

•

He has faithful minions then. But we must take measures t•
avert this impending catastrophe at once. Have yon any plan, senor!''
"Only to llee from the lire,'' replied Don Jose. •• The wind is from
the north, and that will bring it full down upon us. Therefore, eur
best way is to make for the west and get beyond its line."
Frank looked dubious.
·
"Its line may spread in that direction,'' he declared. "Wilat
should we do then!''
.
"We must die!" replied the herder, with apparenL resignation.
"I am not ready to do that as yet," declared Frank. "We might
set a counter fire."
But Don Jose shook his head.
"It would surround us," he declared; "the pampas will burn
against the wind as well as with it."
"Then our only course is to make a race for it."
"Si, senor.''
Now Frank saw at once how truly desperate the situation was. Oa
a level, smooth plain. he could have ou~rutJ tlle tire.
But the machine could maintain only a limited rate of speed
tbrougb tile tall grass. The scythe blades on tile bubs could cut it,
but thiS very act was an i111pediment to speed.
However, according to Dou Jose's views, there was no choice.
They could only run for it.
With this conviction Frank loBL no_time. He changed the course or
the vehicle to the 'west and was about to crowd on all speed, when
suddenly Gonsalvo's voice was beard again.
"Jesu pity! We are lost!"
"EbT" cr1ed Frank, springing out on deck. '·'What is the matter
now!"
"See, Senor!" cried the Don, pointing to the west.
A long liue of smoke at right angles )Vitb the northern line wae
aeen. The plain had been fired in that quarter.
All was easy to see.
The villains sought to make a circle or fire about the invaders ao4
burn them up like rats in a trap.
"God help us!" exclaimed Frank, "that may mean death to us!"
By this time Barney and Pomp had reached an understanding of the
situation. Tiley were horrified.
"Shure Mistber Frank,'' cried Barney. "Phwy not go back the
way we came, ~or!''
"We may have to," declared Frank, "but we will be apt to be run
down by the tire, being in its path. H we could go to the east we
might perhaps run beyond its line.''
Then Frank picked up his glass and scanned the eastern horizon.
As he did so he guve a great cry.
There extended for miles a long body of water, probably a lake.
The outlaws bad deemed this as serious an obstacle as the tire.
But Frank did not.
To bim it was an avenue of escape. He shouted to Gonsalvo.
"To the east!" be cried; "there we can escape!"
But the herder answered:
"We shall plunge into a lake and be drowned, senor!"
"Not much!" replied Frank. "I'll show you how to av01d tilat.
Forward all:"
With which he gave Barney a signal, and the machine was ol'.
Away It went at fearful speed.
Crashing through the pampas grass, it made a path in which the
hor~:~es were easily able to follow.
By this time a great sheet of llame had risen above the smoke oa
the horizon line and was sweeping· across tue plain with race·horse
speed.
It spread along the west and to the south. Its passage was l!erce
and furious.
The aaventurers knew tl:at to be overtaken In that holocaust
meant an awful death. So every nerve was strained to reach the
lake.
'fhe scene now became appalling.
The llama and smoke mounted to the very zenith and shut out the
light of the sun. It seemed as if the lleeing men would surely be
swept into that yawJ,Iing, tiery mass.
But the shimmering waters of the lake were now near at hand.
On and on rushed the machine. Just before reaching the water a
strip of smooth pl~>in was crossed.
Here the Traveler fairly Hew and a few moments later reached the
sand. Frank did not hesitate to run her into the water.
Then be threw out the paddle wheels. But Gonsalvo and his men
paused at the water's edge.
The !lames were now not a mile distant. Their' heat ·was even at
this distance something appalling.
There was no time to lose. Frank shouted to the herders to
swim their horses out to the machine.
They at once plunged into the water and obeyed.
The hardy
little Argentine horses conld swim like ducks, and easily carried
their riders out to the Traveler.
Then the herders climbed out upon the machine's deck, holdinl" the
bridle reins o! their horses. Frank sent the machine further out into
the lake.
The horses swam easily behind.
They could keep aftoat a long
while, but it was hardly likely that this would be found necessary.
For a tire like that or the pampas burns so swiftly that it is soon
burned out, and this proved to be the case.
A few moments later it swept down to the water's e<:ge.
There was a great wave or smoke and ftame, which went sweeping across the water; then it gradually lifted.
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The blackened cinder strewn expanse reachl'd as far as the eye
could see. It required but a few momeut11 for Frank to turn the
Traveler shoreward.
,
And a few minutes later, machine, men, horses and all emerged from
their watery bath and started away once more across the plain, which
now pre~ented a. vastly changed appearance.
And as they went on, suddenly a cavalcade of horsemen was espied
in the tliatance. A great shout went up.
Gonsa.lvo came riding alongside the Traveler excite~ly.
"It is Munllo and his gang," he cried, "they have come out to
make sure that the fire destroyed us. Oh, if we could only catch
them!"
Frank's eyes flashed.
He studied the distant body of horsemen a moment with his glass,
Then be made a swift resolution.
" Follow on a.s you can, Don Jose!" be cried; "I am going a!Jea.d
in pursuit."
"Good, senor! May good fortune go with you!''
And Frank sprung into the pilot-bouse and threw the lever wide
open. Away weut the Traveler.
But the wily outlaw chief had espied the machine. He saw it coming, and away sped ilis horses like frigbt&ned ra.bbi~s over the burned
plain.
But Frank knew that on smooth groom! he could outrun any horsa
that ever stood on hoofs. The Traveler on a. smootll surface could
run close •.o a. mile per minute.
So it can be understoo<l that the outlaws bad little to spare. Away
they went at full speed.
But the machine gained so rapidly that their countenances could be
plainly distinguished. Thus far Frank had remained at the switch
•
board.
But now be called Barney to the post, and sped quickly down to
the gun room.
He ·tra!ned one or the dynamite guns, and placed a shell in the
breech. At that moment, he could, with a. single shot, have swept
the whole score of outlaws from existence.
He lived to rel!;ret later on that be bad not done so. But Frank was
always averse to taking human life.
His purpose was to frighten the villains into a. surreuder. If he could
capture Murillo, he felt sure that be could etfect an exchange lor the
captive girl.
So be train11d the electric gun to throw a shell far over the heads of
the fleeing rutllans and explode it in front or them.
This be reckoned would check ti.Jem and perhaps frighten them mto making terms. So he trained the gun and pressed the electric button.
There'\vas a hi s~ and a slight recoil. Then a distant thundorous
explosion rent the air.
A great cloud of debris rose llfty fe et ; u the air at the spot wi.Jere
th e st ell struck. But it bad little effect upon the outlaws.
They turned their horses sharply to the left and suddenly vanished.
It was as il the earth bad completely swallowed them up, which in
very fact it ha.1l.
Barn ey ran the machine a full quarter of a mile beyond before he
could stop it.
Then as it was turned about the adventurers beheltl an astonishing
fact. Jt put a new·face upon matters and explained a .deep mystery.
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at once invading the bills and looking for the oti.Jer entrance to the
cave If such existed.
Frank agreed to this and they set forth. It did not take lung to
reach the hills, it being scarcely a mile.
Here they found themselvee among the greatest aggregation or rocks
which any or them had ever seen. They were in all sizes, sha.pE>s and
varieties.
But by t.his time the sun had set in the west and the Incidents of the
day were over.
As all were weary and little could be done that night, it was proposed to camp where they were and a wail the coming of another day.
TIJis was agreeable to all and accordingly Don Jose's men corralled
their horses and made a roaring lire.
.There was a good supply of llama meat which they roasted over the
hot coals and til us made a good meal. Don Jose dined witb Frank
ou board the Traveler.
The two men retired to the cabin to con~ult plans lor the morrow.
SeMed at a table, Frank made a map or t!Je route they had followed
thus for.
"We have tracked the villains to their lair, secor,'' said Frank;
" but there is one tiling we have not accomplished."
" Ah, seoor!''

"We have learned little or not.hing of the whereabouts of JOUr
daughter. We do not even know that abe is yet alive."
1'he stock herder nodded with a ghastlv emile.
"Si, senor," hll agreed; "that is too true. But I live m hopea."
" That is wise. Now I have a plan.''
Don Jose looked eagerly at !<'rank.
"You are a man of resource," he said. "You always have a
plan."
"I suggest," said Frank slowly, "that we wait until the camp has
quieted down, say near midnight. We will say nothing to anyone, but
you and I, well armed, can steal out on an exploring tour. If we
could posstbly lind our way into the outlaws' stronghold we would
gain much. Or maybe we could find eome clew. That would repay
us.''
Don Jose gave a little gasp and clutched Frank's arm.
"That very piau was mine,'' be said.
"Yours!''
"Yes, buc I was going forth alone. I feared that you might not
sanction the move. But I am glad that you do!"
"Then it is settled," said Frank. "We will go forth at midnight!"
To guard against an attack or being taken by surprise the search·
ligi.Jt was turned on and made the vicinity as plain as day for a great
distance a9out.
The stock herders were disposed to be jovial, and indeed ao were
Barney and Pomp.
In the course of the evening the two jokers joined the circle about
the camp-fire an<l eih.ertained them with jolly jokes nnd repartell.
Then Barney broul!ht out his Irish Iiddle and played livPly Hibernian
airs an<l sang rollicking songs without end, being wildly applauded by
the gaucheros.
Pomp did his little turn also, producing his banjo and contributing
some plantation melodies such as were new and enjoyable to the com·
pany present.
Thus the evenin~ passed.
Wherever the outlaws were they did not attempt an attack, and
nothing was seen or them. About eleven o'clock most of the partJ
CHAPTER HI.
rolled themselves up in their blankets and sought sleep.
A MIDNIGHT E XPEDITION - PRISONERS.
Tbls was Frank's and Don Jose's opportunity. At a.n unobserved
moment, and anned to the teeth, they silently made their way out of
WHEN the outl~ws turn ed so obliquely to the lPft they descended
the
camp.
into a deep depression in the ground. It covered full half an acre.
And it constituted really the entrance to a deep cave which extended
Passing the guard line, they entered the shadows and were in the
wilds of the region. Great ledges and peaks towered about them like
down into the eurth a.n unknown distance.
They vanished as if by magic into this cave.
·
the topography of an Inferno.
The Traveler baited upon 1be verge of the depression. Frunlr stuSilently they glided on in the darkness until the camp was left far
died th e situation with surprise.
behind. Then they listened and watched lor some sign or the foe.
Like shadows they !lilted from one point to another.
" Well, I am beat!" he declared, in amazement. "This outvies
But U the outlaws were hovering In the vicinity, they were adroit
anything I ever s,aw c.>r heard of. Wlmt a wonderful freak of Nature!"
For he saw at once that the cavern was the work of Nature, uDLl not enough to make it almost impossible to detect their presence.
human hands. It cculd be very readily understood when one cast a
NeithPr Frank nor Don Jose had any doubt as to their ability to
lind their way back to the camp, for the reflection or the search-light
look to t!Je north.
·
For distant but a. mila was a range of rocky hills. Doubtless this against the sky was the best sort of a guide.
" It'~ very strange that we can find no sign of them, senor," wbiscavern extended far beneath them.
c
At all events it had o!Ierf>d the outlaws a very good avenue or es- perell Don Jose. " Murillo is wily Indeed, but that none of his scouts
are out seems indeed udd."
cape. They had made good use or it.
"That is . true," agreed Frank; "but we may stumble ur.on them
Don Jose and his men were tar in the dis~ance. For a few moments
yet. It is well to proceed with great care. Now where think you
Frank was undecided how to act.
The entrance to the cavern was small. The horses could go in eas- can we lind the entrance to his stronghold!''
'" Ah, that's a question I cannot answer, senor," replied Don Jose;
ily enough in single llle.
But Frank saw at oncA that it would be quite out of the question to "yet it is somewhere in this region. Ah !"
The stock. herder gripped Frank's arm, and at that moment both
follow with the Traveler.
However, for revenge; and partly for the purpose of entrapping the beard a peculiar, yl't recognizable sound.
villains, he sen• a dynamite shell into the place.
IL was the regular though muflled thud of horses' feet just beIt exploded with frightful etrect, completely closing up the entrance yond a ridge of rock not more than one hundred yarde away.
In an inetant the two scouts were on the alert. One moment
with fallen stone.
" If they come out,'' muttered Frank, "It must be fly some other only they hesitated.
'\'ben, with Frank leading the way, they crossed the lntervenmg
entrance."
Then he wait11d the coming of Don Jose. The stock herder was space,, and In the dark shadows awaited the coming of the unknown
Pluch excited when be heard all.
horsemen.
That it was Murillo or some of his men they did not doubt. Nor
" By the saints!" he cried, "we have found the den of the tiger by .
the best of luck! Now we must smoke him out!"
bad they long to wait.
.
Up a little slope they came in single file. The (oremost rider was
• Can you tell bow we shall do thatf'' asked Frank.
Dov .Jose was fain to confess that he could no~, but be suggested toll and sat very straight in the saddle.
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"That Is Murillo," whispered Don Jose, raising his rille; "there is
no !Jetter chance to rid the world ·or tbe ruffian!"
But Frank gripped his arm.
"Hold!" be whispered, aternly. "You must not! It would mean
de!eatl''
Thus adjured the stcck herder lowered his rille. Within a few yards
of the concealed men the outlaws passed.
In single file and silently they passed by and away among tbe
shadows. When the last man bad passed Frank gripped his companion's arm.
•
"Come," he said, "\et us go along. We must follow them."
Don Jose did not demur and silently followed Frank. They kept at
a sale distance in the rear of the horsemen.
Among the crags and huge ledges the cavalcade wound its way.
For an hour they traveled slowly thus.
Frank knew' well enough tbat they were traveling a long distance.
But he never once thought of abandoning the pursuit.
At length the horsemen wound tl1eir way down into a little pocket
in the bills. Then there was a brief halt.
Frank and Don Jose shrank back into the shadows. Tbe scuffiing
of horses hoofs upon sbaly around wus heard for a few moments tben
all was silence.
"'
'
For some mmutes the two men crouched there, listening with all
their ears for some further sound.
But non e came.
What did it mean!
.. Where are they?" tinnily whispered Frank.
"I can see nothing or them," declared Don Jose.
•.• II they are there, certainly they are keeping very quiet.''
.. Perhaps they suspect us?"
" It is possible!"
.
.
.
.
And thts conclusiOn induced.the two watchers to sbrtnk .deeper toto
the shadows and keep more qutet than evt>r. Thus a long ttme passed.
Frank was puzzled.
Tiler~ certmn.ly ~mght to have bet!n some sound come. from the cavalcade 10 nil this ume. The champing of ~nts, the creakwg of saddles,
.
all had ceased.. .
Then a conv~ctwn dawned upon the young mventor that they were
certainly outwttted.
.
.
The outlaws bad gone on and ler: them, or outwitted them m some
way.C 1 d
t ··"t ,.
tt
,F
k .. I •. ld h
k
" on oun .my s uptul y.1 mu ere11 ran ,
suou
~~e nown
belt~r than tins. Com ~, Dop Jose, .we must overtake them.
. Wtth which Frank glid ed out or h1s cov.e rt. He looked for th.e contmuance or the poth. B~t he was met. wtth a dampening surpnse.
There wns no su.ch thtng. Th~ defile came .to an end here. The
pocket was walled m upon three stdes to the 11e1ght or fully n hundred
feet.
The cavalcade could not have gone over this nor apparently through
it, yet they had disappeared.
Astonished the two roen looked at each other in the dim ligM.
"Santa Maria!" exclaimed Don Jose, "he is aided by the devil!''
"Ineeed, it is very strange," agreed Frank. "What can it mean!''
Then be proc~eded to exaruine the smooth, unbroken walls or the
pocket. There was nothing ~o show that any part or it was remov~toble or that any passage beyond existed.
It was a mystery.
Frank was wholly at a loss for an explanation. Never in his life
bad he met with a stranger circumstance.
Where had the outlaws gone so suddenly and so mysteriously? It
was all very inexplicable.
So interested were theZ two men that they never once thought of
any possible risk or peril in their position.
::itanding tn the pocket they were in q1ute an exposed position. But
this fact was presently called to their minds in a startling manner.
"Ha, ha, hal"
Frank gave a tllrilled start and Don Jose did the same. They sprung
into the deeper shadows.
" What was that!" he whispered.
" I don't know!"
Don Jose meant that he did not know the meaning of the hysterical,
ironical lau~h. which seemed scarcely human, and which bad woke
the echoes of the place.
The- two startled men crouched against the rocky wall in a thrill ol
apprehension. Don Jose had tllought of proposing retreat, when
Frank gripped his arm.
.
"Sh! keep quiet on your life!"
And then the two crouching men saw that a half dozen men were in
the pocket; where they bad come from so euddenly, was most mexplic·
able.
But there they were, dark, shadowy forms. Frank and Don Jose
had not as yet believed that their presence was suspected.
But now, a harsh rasping voice broke the stillness:
" Now, givE~ us the light!"
·
In an Instant a t!Jod o! light illumined the entire pocket. Six masked outlaws, with pistols covering Frank and Don Jose, stood revealed.
The game was up.
Both Frank and the stock herder saw that resistance was useless.
They dropped their weapons and threw up their arms in token of sur·
render.
It was a picture worthy of an artist. There against the wall of the
pocket, in the strange white light which lltumined the place, stood
the two men, covered by the weapons of the six masked outlaws.
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Murillo bimsell it was who b~d given the order, and be now advanced and coo!ronted the. two pr~souers.
.
. .
.,
"Ah, senors! be excl~tmed w1th a mockmg, Jeermg iaug!1, • you
sought to follow the fox toto his bole, dtd you!. But the lox s scent
was too keen. No man can track Murtllo and hve to tell o! it. You
know your fate."
.
.
"We ask no quarter," sa1d Frank calm!\'. ,"We have fallen mto
the hands of a cntthr~~t a~d look lor no me~cy. " . .
.
. ~· C~~amba, seuorl crted the outlaw cine!,
thts ts no time lor
msultl
..
"A~ well die lor that as aught els~, retorte~ Frank.
Munllo leaned forward and stared mto Franks face.
"Ab, I see!'' he muttered. "You are. not ..one or our countrymen.
A !?reigner, eli! Per Chrtst~,l an American!
You have guessed aright.
" What then do you here! Why do you seek to make war upon
me?"
. .
. ''.Th~,t mottve whtch tmpels an honest man to further the ends of
JUStice!
"Ah, a sharp answer truly. We s~a\!. test your brnvado further
presently. And thl:o man-Santa Marm.
The outlaw chief recoiled as be glanced into the white stern face of
Don Jose.
"G~ns~:vo!" he gasped. " And beret By my soul, what do you
beie, stre?
.
.
.
"It is well for you to ~sk that questiOn, Murillo!" replied the stock
b~rder, st~rnly; "what IB more powerful than the love of a father for
Ius chlidf
,
The outlaws face darkened.
.
.
. ,., be
."So .you f~ncy that I have carried 'lff the beauttful Monel.
satd, wtth a ltght laugh.
" I -know it, you wretch t·•
.. And you have come here thinking to effect her rescue!"
"I have!"
"Well," sneered the vlllain, "you have made a pretty mess of it.
What do yon think of your chances!''
.. Providence will aid me!''
"We shall see how far!" said the outlaw. "Juan, you Castello
dogs, bind the prisoners and take them to the last cavern •. Hold
strona guard over f,hem there until yoy have further orders from
me!",.
Two or the Argentine · outlaws advanced and laid hands upon the
prisoners.
In a trice they were bound and blindfolded. Then they were Jed
away, they knew not where, but after much journeying when Lhe
bandages were rernovllll from their eyes they saw that they w~.>re lu a
stone chamber with an iron door.
And here they were left, the door being barred on the outside.
It was some while before either could sufficiently recover his scattared senses to talk.
Then Frank declared:
"I am certain of one thing, Don Jose."
"Ah!'' exclaimed the stock herder.
"We have made fools of ourselves."
" How 80 , senor!"
"Have we not! It would have been more sensible to have remained
on boarrl the Traveler and kept our necks out of this noose. We will
be sure to be ass1111sinnted and we have and can render no assistance
whatever to your dau~bter."
"There may be a chance or rescue."
"It is slight."
Thus discussing their folly, the two prisoners pnssed the night.
When da)•light came, Frank saw a small grated window in the further
wall or the cell.
Through it -the sunlight was streaming. lie climbed up and looked
out upon a strange seem•.
He looked down the face or a mighty cliff, with a deep detlle and
swirling stream far below. Their prison chamber was a c11.vern cell,
and Lhe window w1111 cut through its face.
·
But us Fr&nk looked over the rugged panorama before him, a start·
ling sound came to his ears.
It was the distant rattle of tlrearms. Be gave a sharp cry.
"Dill you bear that>, Uon Jose!"
" Ay," replied th~ stock bertler. " What do you make of it!''
"Only one thing is possible. The wretches have 1 attacked the
camp. It may be that they have surprised our !rien!ls and will anm·
bilate them."
CHAPTER IV.
THE FIGHT WITII THE OUTLAWS,

BARNEY nnd Pomp had neither o! them remained on guard that
night, for the picket line established by the stock herders bad been
deemed sufficient.
But for some re1111on or other the Celt could not sleep.
At an early hour he arose and went out on deck. He lighted his
dudeen and sat down by the rail to enjoy a amok~.
At the moment he did not for a moment dream but that Frank
and Don Jose wern In their bunks below decks. Bad be known
that they were not he would have acted differPntly.
The sun hPgan to peep abova the hilltops before the camp began
to arouse itself: then the pickets came in for relief, and all became
activity.
Pomp came on deck, and spyin~ Barney, cried:
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" I say, l'ish, wua' made yo' git up so early, el:lf'
" Sl)ure, 1 oudn't slape fer tile sllnorin' av yez!" declarell Barney, with a twinkle in his eyes.
"Hnhl me!Jbe dat was de some reason wha' Marse Frank an' Marse
Gonsalbo ge' up too.''
Barney opened his eyes.
"PhwaL's that yez say! Misther Frank ain't up yet, nor the dago
either.''
" Huh! Marse Gonsalbo ain' no dago. He bery tine gen'leman,
sah. Dey am up long ago I tell yo'?"
" Bejabers, thin it must have been rnoighty airly," cried Baruey in
surprise. "Shure I ain't seen 'em nor any sign av thim."
" I done reckon yo' links yo' sees eberytlng. H yo' don' beliebe wha'
I say, yo' jes' g:> down dere in dere staterooms an' see fo' yo'se'f!"
Barney sprung up with a sudden exclamation. A distant startling
sound came to the bearing of both.
It WllB a rille shot.
It was followed by another and another. Then into the camp there
came rusbing one of the pickets.
" We are attacked, senors!" he cried in Spanish, "to arms! Where
is Don Jose!"
In an instant the camp was in an uproar.
But Don Jose was nowhere to !Je found. Nor could Barney and
Pomp find a trace of Frank Reade, Jr.
They were both mysteriously absent. And the camp was attacked
by the outlaws. What was to he done in the absence of the leaders?
Of course tilere seemed but one thing to do, and tllat was to
make a defense. But it could be seen that without a bead, there
was danger of a panic among tile herders.
Barney and Pomp realized this and did all they could to establish
a aystem. But as neither of them could speak Spanish they were
handicapped.
The pickets were being driven in by the attacking outlaws. Tile
fight would soon be general.
But Barney blinked his eyes and adjusting one of the dylamite
guns, Raid:
" Begorra, if I get at thim wid this, it'll be an unlucky thing
that they 1ver timed eucb a game, yoli bet."
All that could be done therefore was to wait for the eonllicL to
come to close quarters. This bade fair to be the case very speedily.
1'be firing momentarily drt!W nearer. The berders, ensconced behind rocks, made a gallaut defense.
It chafed Barney and Pump to lie inactive all thi8 whil£>, and finally
tile Celt declared:
" Shure Wtl haven't any orders from Misther Frank, but it's me he·
lief that av be was here he'd move forward au' ingage the inemy."
" I reckon you'se right, chile, un' I backs yo' up," agreed Pomp.
"Thin here's at tbtm!"
.
Barney sent the machine forward to a higher position. From this
poiut the line of the outlaws' attack could be seeu by tbe smoke from
thPir ritles.
They were safely ensconced behlnc ledges and bowlders, as were
the herders. It was a desultory battle.
And Barnev saw that it would be almost a waste of ammunition to
attempt to drive them back with dyMmite.
He could no doubt blow many or the ledges to powder, but this
would only put the foe on their ~nard and do them little harm.
So he desisted from firing. If they should once venture a charge,
or show themselves in the open woe unto them.
So the two defenders or tho Traveler contented themselves with riile
practice as were tile herders. Woe to the outlaw who unwittingly
abowed his head.
Thus for an hour the battle was waged with no special advr.ntag£> to
either side. And all the while ever} body was wonderin~ wbat had be·
come of the two leaders, Frank Rende, Jr•• and Don Jose.
The outlaws far outnumhered the herders, and began to draw tbeir
lines closer. This made the fight hotter.
It also Increased tbe chances for Barney to make use of his dynamite
guns. For this be was waiting patiently.
" Be me sowl, av I kin jest git wan shot at thim," he mnttertld,
" shure I'll blow Ivery wan av thim into eternity.'·
But the outlaws appeared elusive, and though they were momentarily contracting their lines they never presented a good target.
Moreovor their sharpshooting was beginning to tell upon the herd·
era. The Iutter had already lost a baH dozen men.
The outlook was serious, inusmuch as Murillo's men seemed to hA
working around t::> the rear and· gradually surrounding the party. The
borders grew anxious.
And yet neither Fmnk ReadP, Jr., nor Don Jose put iu an appearance. What could it mean!
Had they been present the rP.sult of the conflict could not have been
long In doubt, for all that the herders needed was a fresh supply of
confidence.
Meanwhile Barney and Pomp cbafed at their own impatience, and
finally the Celt said desperately:
"Begorra, naygur, av yez say the worrud we'll move down upon
the inemy."
" Don' see wha' harm dere cud be in dat," declared Pomp. " I'se
wid yo', mah honey!"
Barney needed no further encouragement. He sprang into the p1lot
house.
The herders set up a shout as the machine began to move away.
But Barney did not stop.
He sent the Traveler down a narrow pass amons; the ledges, and

straight toward the line of the foe. His purpose was, to if possible,
get in their reu anti give them a taste or the dyuamite.
It was all very well planned, and fortune aided Lhe Celt.
Tile machine glided like a meteor down tile little defile. The next
moment it turned obliquely to the right.
"Now, g1ve it to thlml" cried Barney, as he saw a group of aston·
ished outlaws along tho'! leuges. They were apparently amazed at this
audacious move.
Pomp needed no second bidding. .
He leveled the dynamite gun and pnsbed the button. There was a '
booming, lightuing flash, and tbe outlaws were swept like flies from
the ledges and in to eternity.
Certainly a dozen or them must b!lve been disposed of in that momeno, and down from bowlders and crags and ledges, there came rush·
ing a perfect legion of them.
The air was filled . with their battle yells. Straight for the machine
they made their course. It was evident that they beE'lved it already
captured.
It was a thrilling moment.
But Barney and Pomp were right in their element. Neither one
or them flinched.
Barney turned the machme straight about, and Pomp once more
discharged tile dynamite gun.
The shell struck a ledge opposite and blew tons of rock from it.
The explosion mowed the foe down like ripened grain.
But It did not check them. On they came like a whirlwind.
At close quarters they might possibly have boarded the Traveler,
and the result have proved serious.
But at this moment the herders came up and joined in the fray.
They poured a deadly volley among tile rascally crew.
Then Pomp sent another dynamite shell among tllem.
'fhis turned the tide. A stentorian voice was bearu, orderin~ a retreat. Like magic the attacking force vanished among the ledges.
The battle was over, at least for the time.
In one sense it was a victory lor the stock herders and the machine.
The foe had been repulsed with great slaughter. It was Barney's
impulse to follow, bat Pomp demurred.
"I ret;kon we bettah wait fo' Marse Frank's ordahs," he said. "Mebbe he cum back berry soon now.''
But Barney shrugged his shoultlers, and said:
"Be me sow! I'm afraid that it will ':le a long day afore Misther
Frank or the Dago himself cums back."
"Wha' yo' mean, hooey?''
"Shore, jes' phwat I say. Suppose they have wandhered out av tl:e
camp an' fallen into the hands av tbim outlaws! Shure it's mighty
little tcime wud be lilt tbim on this earth."
Pomp looked distressed.
"Fo' de Jun's sakes! Wba' wlll hecome ob us if dey hab killed Marse
Frank!" he wailed. "Dat am a dreffulllng!"
"Fust off we'll make sbure av it," declared Barney.
•· How am we gwine to do dat?"
"I'll show yez."
The outlaws had fled leaving their dead and woundetl behind them.
On the le<tge near by therP reclined one of tbe outlaws who was sulferlng with a wound in his thigh.
This had prevented his flying with bis companions and he lay there
sullenly rllgarding the herders. Barney sprung down and approached
him.
"Bad cess to yez fer a murtherin' villain!" he cried. "Shure av
yez don't answer me a foine question I'll finish yez up this moment."
As gooJ fortune had it, thiR fellow, who was really a Mexican, could
understand English.
"Si, senor!" he replied, respectfully, "spare the life of Juan and he
will do as :vou bid I"
"That's' roigbt!" cried the Celt, " it's a question I want yez to answer!"

" I will bear it!" replied the outlaw.
" An' allswer it too, yez bali bettl1er. Shure, has that cut-throat
masther av yures taken any of our min priponers smce visterday!"
Barney looked keenly at the outlaw. But the la~ter replied uuhesl·
tatingly:
" Si, senor!"
Barney was intensely excited.
"Ah!" be cried. "Who was it may J ask yezT"
" One or them was Don Jose Gonsalvo, the rich herder, the other,
an Americano. probably your master."
" Wburrool" cried Barney. " Thin they are aloive?"
"They are under death sentence.''
" BE'jabers, thin we must save thim. Phwerc are they tmprieoned? How can we get to thim!''
" Will yon epare my life if I tellr' asked the outlaw.
"Yis."
" Look yonder.''
The oullaw pointed to a distant cliff, which formed a part of the
mountain wall.
" Do you see a small dot upon the face of that cliff!"
Barney strained his gnze.
" Shure I do,'' he cried.
" Well, tbat is the window to their prison cell.
But you ean
never reach them, I warn you."
"That's all I want to know!" cried Barney, wildly. "Shure, It's
Are yez badly hurt! Shure, here's a bit
satisfied I nm annyway.
to cheer yez up."
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And Barney thrust a small llask of whisky into the outlaw's
band, for which be muttered his tilanks.
Then the Celt sped back to the decltfof the Traveler.
.. Shure I have the truth now!" he cried as .be met Pomp. "Misther Frank an' the Dago are prisoners in the den av the outlaws; wan
av t.bim tould me hisself!"
"Golly! yo' don' say!" cried Pomp in amazement. "Howebber
did dat happen!"
"I can't say, naygur; only it.'s fer yez an' I to fly to his rescue
roigb t off."
"A' r!ght, sab! I'se wif yo' dead to rights!" cried Pomp.
By this time Juan Lodero, the lieutenant of Don Jose and the man
who bad taken command of the herders, rode up.
He could speak a smattering or English, and addressed Barney.
" What are we to do now, senor!" he asked. " Do you know where
are Don Jose and your master!''
·
" Ay, sor, I do tbot," replied Barney, and then told the story as
given him hy ~li e wounded outlaw.
Lodero listened with interest, and then related the fucts to his companions.
A sensation was created.
The b.mters were much excited, and for at once llying to the rescue
of th eir chief, but they were confronted with another problem.
How were they to gain entrance to the outlaws' den! This must
first he accomplished.
Barney still kept his eye upon the black spot on the mounto1in wall,
and which the wounded outlaw had declared was a window.
TIJen be moved the maclune towards it. Tll11 nature of the region
prevented . his getting extremely in good position.
Bnt be . did succeed in getting near enough to see the iron bars at
the window. He experienced a thnll wl.len be rellected that Frank
and Don Jose were just beyond them.
,
He longed for wings wil h which to fly up to them. In lieu of these
be anxiously watched the window for one of them to appear.
But they did not show themselves. Anxiously the two faithful fel·
lows watched. Finally an idea came to Barney's mind.
"Begorra, av 1 cud shoot something up there, I'd make thim look
out," he declared. "Faith, I'll thry it!"
''How am yo' gwine to do it, sab!'' asked Pomp, incredulously.
"Yez kin kape yer eye on me an' ye'll see," replied Barney.
With which the Celt went into the pilot-bouse and hunted up some
putty which be bad, iu case or need, for broken windows und otber
uses.
'fbis he rolled up into a round hall nnd placed it in the breech of the
pneumatic gun. It. was the same stze as a shell of dynamite, and
coul!l be propelled by the compressed air JUSt us well.
Then Barney sighted tbA gun for the chfi" window.
Carefully be drew aim and then pressed the button. It flew straight
to the mark.
Tbrougb the barred window it went like a hullet. The Celt did not
see its passage, so swift was it, but be knew that it bad entered the
window, for no mark of it was seen upon the outer wall. Then be
awaited noxiously the result or the shot.

..

CHAPTER V.
A BOLD ESCAPE-A DARING RUSE,
FRANK und Don Jose were indeed in a sore frame of mio<l us the distaut tiricg told them the truth, that the outlaws had attacked the
camp.
'l'hey could have none but the worst fears, for they knew that the
outlaws outnumbered tbetr companions t~n to one.
But Frank suid:
"All depends on Barney and Pomp. "If they work sharp with the
dyoamite guns they can bole! th6 foe at hay, if not defeat them.''
" Which [pray will be the case," declared Don Jose. "Ob, if we
could only mak e our escape!"
" I see no chance."
"The wmdow--"
"We could easily break the bars, but the descent is out of the ques·
tion without a ver long and strong rope.''
"That we have not got."

"No.''

" And there is no substitute."
"None.''
Don Jose instinctively ran his eye about the room, but be saw that
it was bare. He then fell to examining the walls.
· Meanwhile Frank was at the window listening to the distant sounds
of i)attle.
He could bear the rattle of the firearms and see the cloud or smoke,
but there was no way or telling how the battle was going.
But what be was really listening fm· soon cumll.
Tbis was the .heavy boom of the dynamite shells. He heard it plainly, and then knew that the tide of battle must turn.
For nothing human could stand before the dyr;amite. They could
blow thousands into eternity in a short space or time.
He:heard the sound! of battle move from place to place. Then be
saw distant forms llying over the ledges.
That they were the outlaws be had no doubt.
" Hurrubl'' be cried. "Come here, Don Jose. The foe are on the
run. The dynamite has proved too much for them."
" That is good news, senor," declared the stock herder, "but I
want your services for a brief moment.''
Fra'lk was astonished.

"Eh?" be exclaimed. "Wbut Is it!''
He saw Don Jose at the door; the stock herder appeared much ex·
cited.
He had a small steel !Jagger in his band; this bad been hidden on
his person and had not been taken away from him.
When Frank reached his side, the Spaniard said:
" Place your shoulder against the door, senor. Lift so, and you
will see that tbP. crack between tbe lock and the jamb is wldene:i. •
Frank did as directed.
"That is true," he agreed; "but what good will that do us!"
" You shall see."
As Fraolc lifted on the door, the stock herder thrust the point of his
dagger under tLe iron bar of the heavy Jock.
The blade bent, but It was of truest steel and did not break; stead·
ily, slowly the bar slid back.
Frank saw at once his colleague's purpose. A wild thrill seized
upon him.
I~ was bot a step to liberty. If the bar could be slid back all
the way-ah! it was done.
Both men stepped back.
They gazed at each other with a species of wild excitement. It
was a full minute before either could speak.
Then Frank said:
"By Jove! You are a hero, Don Jose. We are free!"
"Not yet!'' said the stock herder, tensely. "We are not yet out
of tbts den of the thieves!"
"True, !:lut we have made a good start. If we can only manage
to reach the exit---"
Don Jose shook his head.
"Tllat is not for me!" be said.
Frank gave a start.
"Eh?'' he exclaimed. "Wbnt do you mean!"
"You forget the mission wbicb brought me here. Life is nothiDII:
to me unless 1 can rescue-her!"
•• Your daughter!''
"Si Senor!"
Frank bowed in acquiescence. ·
"It shall be so,'' lle aatd. " We will find her before we leave this
cavern."
Don Jose Impulsively grasped Frank's arm. His eyes glistened.
" Do you mean thutf'
"1 do!"
" But-your life is dear to you and you have no obligation to stay.
Go and leave mE' to succe<Jd iu my quest or die!"
Frank laughed rr.u.sic•11ly.
•· Enough of that, my frieud," be said, "I am not that kind of a
man!''

"You .are a noble fellow!" cried Don Jose, gratefully. "Heaven
will aid us, and we will succeed. I feel sure of that!"
The stock herder placed his hand on the troc dour to swing it back.
But nt that moment a startling thtng happened.
Throug-h the open win!low an object fiasbeLI quick as a bullet. It
struck the ceiling and fall in lumps to the lloor.
[t was some terrific force wbich bad hurled this into the place•
Frank picked up one of the lumps.
It was putty. In the midst of the mass he saw a tiny scrap or pa·
~~

I

Quickly unfolding this, be saw that there was writmg upon it; then
be read in a scra~gly hand:
"DEER MlSTHER FRANK,-We knGW yez nre up there, an shure wp,'re
bound to resky, yez. Don't give up heart, fer the naygur au' mesilf is
right onto tllllr game.
"Yours fajtbfully,
.. BARNEY O"SHEJ.."
" From Barney!" exclaimed Frank, with amazement. " Don't that
beat ull1 How did he ever throw this up here! Ah! I forget the electric ~un. ; '
Then he rushed to the wmdow. It was easy for him to see the
machine far below.
He conl!l also seA Barney and Pomp on the deck. Frank fluttered
his handkerchief over the sill as a signal.
But Don Jose was impatient.
"H we are discover·ed. senor," he said, "all is lost."
·• 'l'bat is true,'' agreed Frank. " Let us lose no further time."
Then Don Jose swung open the door. 'l'bey saw a corridor leading
away into the darkness of a cavern passage. But none of the out,
laws were in sight.
If a guard bad been left at the door be was not there now. The
coast was clear.
It was bot a moment's work for the two prisoners to cross the
threshold, and Lake the first step toward liberty.
Frank ctoaed the door, so that If a guard should pass, suspicion
might be nllaye;l. Then they went on.
Throu11;b the corridor they went and into the passage. They bad no
means of knowing where it led.
Nor had they the slight•st inkling of the location or Muriel's prison
chamber, if, indeed, abe was alive and In the cavern; all was gueBB
work.
But nettber were disposed for a moment to relinquish their under·
laking.
So they kept on giitling like silent shadows through the cavern.
The darkness was a boom.
It Heumed as if they followed the cavern passage an interminable
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ways, when suddenly it took a sharp turn and a great light shone before them.
A few steps further and they came out onder a great dome which
glittered with stalactites in the blaze of a huge tire which roared in
the center or a cavern chamber far below. ·
TbAy were at the moment in a sort or natural gallery which wound
about the great circular chamber wall.
Below this were other galleries, and so on down to the tloor. A
more wonderful freak ol nature could nnt be imagined.
1t seemed bard to believe tllat tile place bud not been made with
human hands, but such was the truth. The two escaped prisoners
ga:.red upon ttJe scene wllh wonderment.
.A.bout tt:e chamber there were groups o! armed men. This was the
~reat biding·place and den o! Murillo.
But what instantly claimed the attention of both watchers was the
fact that by the great lire stood three women.
Two or them were Spanish women, somewhat past the middle age.
The third at once claimed attention.
She \las slight and petite, with that wonderful dark type of beauty
peculiar to the southern sister. Hers was what the poet might have
called ravishing loveliness.
Don Jose leaned forwa~d with bands tightly clasped, and his lips
forming a SpanistJ prayer.
•
''Santa Maria be praised," be whispered; •' it is she, safe and sound.
Hy own Muriel, my child!''
Frank gazed with admiration upon the bean~iful young girl. It
was a moment of joy for him as well as for the grateful father.
•• Then we have found her?" whispered Frank.
"That we have, senor, thanks to your goodness In coming hither
with me. And she is unharmed. OtJ, this is joy for me! I could meat
the whole army of them, lace to face, and try to wrest her from them.''
"But that would be folly," declared Frank; "keep cool, my dear
air. We will lind a method to rescue her.''
"Ob, do you bP.lieve it," muttered I be doting parent, excitedly; "let.
us carry out the project at once. There is no better time, for Murillo
is absent with most of his men. Ob, if I had a score o! my brave fellows here, I could capture the stronghold.''
"No doubt,'' remonstrated Frank, "but you have not, and the best
•oarse for us is strategy.''
" Strategy?''
"Yes.''
" I will place myself in your hands, senor. \ What do you direct!"
FranK had revolved an idea quickly in his mind. It was a daring
one and might meet with failure.
But nothmg venture nothing win. So be philosophized and decided
to risk tbe move.
" You nre a good Spaniard," be said to Don Jose, "and you are
familiar with the voice or Murillo. You shall shout down from tbe gallery that the prisoners are tlScnping through their cell window and
order every man on peril or his life outside to intercept them. Do you
11ntlerstand!"
For a moment Don Jose gazed straight at Frank.
Tllep he struck his hands together.
" You are a genius, Senor Reade. When the men all leave the
•avern--"
" We descend!''
•· Si, senor, and God will help us to accomplish the reRt."
•• Then ;ton are ready!''
•
u Yes."
Prank started down from the gallery. Don Jose called out:
" Where are yon ~oing?"
"Down to the floor below. You cr..n come as soon as you have
shouted the orders!"
"All ria btl"
Don Jo;e leaned far over the gallery, and threw his voice out. He
imitated well the harsh roar peculiar-to the outlaw chief.
" Out with yo u, <iogs, on your livest The prisoners are escaping by
their cell window. Run out beneath It and intercept them, or every
one who disobeys shall hang!"
In an Instant the crowd upon the floor below were thrown into commotion. It was likt. n thunderbolt hurled into their midst.
Some looked up. But they could or.Iy see indistinctly a towering,
angry form in the gallery. They bad seemed to recognize their chiers
voice.
They knew well what it meant to disobey.
Wilh Spanish oaths they grasped tbeir weapons and rushed from the
ehamher. In a few brief seconds the place wus empty.
The Spanish duennas had caught the alarm, nnd sought to drag
their charge away with them. But Don Jose shouted in delirious tones:
. " Monel, my child! I come! It is your father!''
A wild, silvery cry pealed from the young girl's lips. In a moment
she sprang from the hold of the duemws.
But they were after her like fierce tigers. One of them held a keen
dagger aloft.
It was likP.ly that it would hnve been plunged to the hilt in the cap·
tive girl's form, but for Frank Reade, Jr.
The young inventor, swift as a tlasb sprang forward, and between
the maddened woman nod her victim, Frank threw up his arm and
knocked the weapon .nslde.
Then he gripped the woman by the slloulders and forced her back
with a warning cry. The next moment Muriel was in her fatller's
arms.
Seeing that the gnme wns up the two women !led to give the alarm.
Frank knew there was no time to lose.
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So he turned quickly.
"Come,'' he said, hurriedly. "We must wait for nothing. All depends upon quick work.''
" Right, senor!" cried Don Jose, readily. " Come, Muriel, we
must get out of this devil's trap."
.
All three !led into a passage leading out of the main chamber.
Where it led they knew no~.
But iL was the only avenue ef escape open at that moment and they
perforce took it.
For wbnt seemed an interminable ways they ran on. It was BID·
gular that they heard no sounds of pursuit in their rear.
Where the passage led they bad no means of knowing. X t all
doubts were suddenly set at rest.
For a glimmer of daylight suddenly appeared in front of them. The
next moment they 13merged from the cr.vern.
The scene spread before them was an encouraging one.
A path led in winding course between high crags and bowlders.
Along this they sped.
BuL no outlet of Murillo's stronghold was unguarded; and soddenly
they came upon a desperado lying at full Ien~tb across the defile, and
armed to the teeth.
In an instant he waa upon his feet, and drew a machete or keen
short sword.
"Back, senors, on your lives!'' be' cried, with a fierce oath. "What
brings yon this way!"
" We are in a burry, yon dog!" cried Don Jose, ~~:randlloquently.
" We come by orders o! Murillo. This is the fair senorita, and 1 am
her father.''
But tbe guard was not to be bluffed. He stood doggedly in the
path. A grim smile distorted bis ugly race.
' · Per Christo!" he exclaimer!, " am I then to accept your word! My
master has forbidden that. You must have the password."
Here was a dilemma.
What was to be done!
•
Both Frank and Don Jose saw that tbe guard was obdurate. They
were unarmed. He bad knives and pistols.
Delay was apt to be fatal. At any momttnt pursuers might appear.
It was a dt>&perate moment.
Frank exchange<! glances with Don Jose.
It seemed utterly useless to temporlz& with the guard. He was
keenly suspicions.
At this critical moment Frank's keen wits did not fail him. He
quickly made use of the first strntegy which came to him.
Fumbling iu his pocket, be produced a bit o! paper. This he handed to the guard, drawing nearer as be did so.
" Here, you cur!'' he said, angrily; " take this and let us pass, or
yon will hang for it!"
The fellow bent over the paper to read it. Quick 1111 a !lash Frank's
right fist went out.
It struck the luckless guard full behind the ear. No better spot.
could have been selected. lle dropped as if shot.
"Now!" cried Frank, to his companions, "follow me!''
And away they rushed aga!n down tbe defile. In a lew moments
they were threading their way among the bowlders and crags, striving
to put alltbe distance possible between them and the cavern.
Success had waited upon them with almost fabulous servility. Yet
the danger was by no means over.
At any moment they might stumole upon the foe, or indeed be overtaken.
Unarmed ns they were, capture would be a matter of fact. It was
now their province to lind their friends nod the Traveler.
Frank finally climbed one of tbe smaller crags to get some sort of a
view of the region about. He saw at once that ,they had been goiog
iu tbe wrong direction to rejoin their friends.
So, as be descended, he at once changed his bearings.
·
CHAPTER VI.
THE FLOOD.

BARNEY and Pomp caught the signal from the cliff window. They
knew that it came from Frank, and words could not express their delight.
"Be me sow!, it's something to know he's aloive!" be cried joyfully.
"Shure it's a wondher the spalpeens didn'L kill him at wanst."
"How am we gwine to git up car?'' asked Pomp, looking up to the
window with Incredulous eyes.
" Shure we nlver kiD do that," declared Barney, "it's to foind our
way into the place we n;ust be doin'."
"Huh! whar am dat!"
"We've got to luk for it av coorae, yez thick skull,'' cried Barney.
"Can't yez iver see anytbin' at all, at all!"
"A'right sah I Yo' am de boss ob dis expediticn," said Pomp,
cheerfully. " I Ieabs it all to yo'."
"Begorra, that's aisy to do,'' retorted the Celt.
Then Barney dl'd some shrewd thinking. Now really the Celt was a
shrewd plotter.
It did not take him Ion~t to hit upon a plan.
"There's wan thing shure," he concluded, "the cnvero 1B In that
cliff an' Misther Frank is there too. Now there's some way to git in
there an' I'm ther chop what's going to do it."
So he went into the pilot house and started the machine ahead.
Juan Lodero and his men followed him.
Barney directe<l the course of the Traveler along as near the base of
the cliff as he could.

•
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Then he made some calculations.
Thus far none or the various paths had led down to the cliff. But
they all seemed to lead toward its upper·angle.
Perhaps the entrance was upon the olher side or the mountain wall.
At least Barney decijed to look for it there.
So he kept on in that direction. Pomp was a trifle skeptical.
But he said nothing, which was lucl<y for him.
And now suddenly the herders ran upon a snag. This was nothing
less than an ambush, arranged by the _outlaws.
From a height near by they poured a IJeadly fire down upon the
passing cavalcade. For a moment men fell thick and fast.
Tllen Lodero ranged his men betlind a hoe of bol'l'lders and began
to return the fire. Barney sighted one of the guns at the cliff and let
fiy.
Crack-crash!
The shell exploded with awful force upon the summit of the elevation. In a momen~ the bodies of outlaws were hurtling in air.
It did not r equire many of these dtscbarges to di@lodge the foe and
drive them from the position with heavy loss.
At this signal victory the herders ctJeered. It could be seen that
the Traveler was a powerful ally.
But this little skirmish with the outlaws had a moat excellent effect
in another direction. Wandering about among the crags, Frank and
his companions heard the firing.
No better guide could be wialled for, and at once they set out for the
scene af action.
Bat this move required tile exercise of grPat caution. or course
there was the deadly danger of mE>eting the foe iu their retreat.
And this very tlling was just what diu happen.
But the three fugitiVE'S hid safely in a crevice of the ledges while the
discomfited outlaws wen • hurrying I.Jy. Tiley were not discovered.
This was certainly the best of good fortun9. Once more satisfied
that the coast was clear they emerged and puslled on.
And suddenly turning a corner in the ledges they came upon the
advance guard of the herders. The scene that followed baflles description.
The next moment the machine had come up and a grand reunion
followed. Barney and Pomp were beside tl:emselves with delight.
While the herders were all overjoyed that Don Jose had recovered
his daughter. There seemed no further need now of tarrying in the
vicini ty• .
Don Jose was anxious to get back to his d1smanlled ranch, and set
thin gs to rights again.
Frank was ready to push further along into the Chaco and explore
the upper regions beyond the Bermejo.
.
But tlrst of all, it wad nt>cessary to get out or this locality which was
beset with so many perils.
It was easy lor the outlaws to pick off the herders from the various heights about. They were deadly marksmen.
So, after matters were discussed at some lengtll, it was decided to
get out or the bill country and camp for the night on the plain outside.
Here the outlaws could not harass them, except at long range.
Th" start was made at once.
They struclt into a deep gorge with high walla, which seemed to
promise an exit to tile pampas beyond.
This was just what it was, bot that it had any other use was a fact
not known to the herders.
As the party ambled along through H, all, were impressed wi~h the
fact that it had one day likely been the bed or a mighty river.
There was every:indication of this. The gravel dnft showed it plainly
enough. Also there were water marks upon the walls.
What seemed a curious thing was the fact that thtlir retreat was not
harassed by the outlaws.
What did this mean!
Frank did some shrewd thinking.
"They are up to some deviltry," he concluded; "we shall very soon
find out what it is."
And his words proved prophetic.
The truth was thut far up the course of this gorge, the river which
had once 11owed througb 1t was held in abeyance by a mighty darn,
the work of the outlaws. It made a huge body of water iu a deep
basin in the hills.
Wha~ Murillo's purpose was in hoarding up this water nobody ever
knew. But just now it came in to suit his purpose first class.
For his bated foes were ull in the gulcb or canyon. At a word from
him the flood gattls could be opened and the whole lake precipitated
down upon the retreating party. This was not warfare hut murder.
But wllat cared Murillo for that!
His revengeful nature was aroused. He sought now to sweep his
roes utterly from existence.
The first intimation received by the retrea•ing party of the awful
fate In store for them was a sudden distant thunderous roar.
It came to the ears of Frank and Don Jose as they were upon the
deck or the Traveler. In one swift instant the trutb I.Jurst upon the
young inventor.
" My soul!'' he gasped; " did you hear that, Don Jose!"
"Ay!" replied the herder. " What was it, senor!"
"They llave let loose a flood of-water. I can bear it roaring in the
distance!'' shouted Frank.
Don Jose's face was ashen pale.
" Do you I.Jelieve that!" he cried.
"Ay, that I dol We will do well to escape with our livPs. Put on
all speed, Barney. Spare nothing to reach the plain. Hoi Give the
warning to your men, Don Jose."

What followed was like a jnmhlell «ream. But Don Jose had little
need to give the warning to Ius men.
They had also heard and understood.
Joan Lodero spurred to the rail of t!Je Traveler, and shouted:
" What say you, muster! Shall we not llee?"
"For your livest'' shouted Don Jose, "don't draw whip nor spur
until you are out or this accursed ~'lace.''
"Forward, men!" shouted Don Juan. A.nd away went tbe cavalcade. The hardy and fleet little Argentine horses extended themselves
like greyhounds.
On down the gorge they went at furious speed. They were fully a.
quarter of a mile ahead before the Traveler got fully under way
Already a boiling stream began to flash down the water course. It
was the tlrst apprisal or the Hood to follow.
Tbe thunder and t!le roaring drew every moment nearer. It was
most appalling to hear.
Muriel and Don Jose wrapped in ea¢h other's arms BLood upon the
Traveler's deck as it thundered on. Barney put on full speed.
How fur it was to the outlet from tile gorge none knew, but it did
not yet seem in sight.
At such a rate or speed, the machine bade fair to overtake the horsemen. But these latter seemed likely to fare better than tbe Traveler's ,
party.
For the gorge had suddenly widened, am\ the slope or its sides so
decreased, that the horses round foothold to reach a plutean a hundred
feet above. This the shrewd horsemen had availed themselves of, and
were now high above danger from the Hood.
Bnt the Traveler could not follow them.
It must keep on down the gorge, and trust to the good luck of outstripping ~be pursuing waters.
Barney held the lever wide open. The rubber tires bounded over the
stony surface, but as fortune bad it the course was v~>ry clear.
And on, and on it ran. It was a thrilling ride. Barney clung to tile
steering wht>el with set teeth and flashing eyes.
Tlle least loss of nerve, a slight deviation, might have thrown the
macbine against the rocky wall on either side, and brought destruction to it and death to its occupants.
The water was now already over the tires, and was whirling in thin
cresct~ndo high over the pilot ll'JUSe ns the wheels picked it up.
Soon it was half way to the hubs. A liti.le more and the course of
the machine would be greatly reta.rded. The thunder in the rear was
now most appalling lo hear.
At tbis JUncture a happy Idea occurred to Frank. He sprang to
one or the dynamite guns amidships. He swung the muzzle around
to the rear.
They were just passing an overhanging cliff. Frank placed two or
the dynamite shells in the breech.
He sighted the tube swift as thought and pressed the valve.
Swish-ping! Crash-boom!
The two shells struck the cliff angle with vivid lightning llash
and terrific roar. There fell into the gorge mighty masses or the
1 rock.
It closed the gap to a heil!'ht of several feet. Naturally the water
was for a moment checked. Tile respite was brief, the obstacle small,
but yet it bad its eflect.
·
For the machine maiJe one more great spurt and-" Hurrah-hurrah!"
Tile mad cheers went up from all on board. The gorge widened and
the plain showed beyond. Barney swept to the left, up a slow ascent,
and out or the waters.
The next moment a grea~ tearing wall of foam and surge, fifty feet
in height. came madly out or the gorge, and fell with cataract fury
upon the plain below. · At a safe point those on hoard tlle Traveler
watched the mighty spectacle.
Had they been overtaken by that awful mass of water, they mus~
baYe been crushed to atoms. The thought wus sufficient to make one's
blood creep.
"Santa Maria be praised!'' cried Don Jose; "we are spared by a
miracle!''
"You may well say that," declared Frank, "it is one of the most
narrow of escapes that lever.' had."
It was full twenty minutes I.Jefore the gorge emptied itself. 'fhen
the plain I.Jelaw was one mighty lake.
When the waters had all come out of t.he gorge, the herders came
le!surely riding out, picking their way _along as best they could.
Red Murillo's scheme had failecl and not one of the party had fallen
a victim to his infamous trap. This was a matter for deep congratulatiOn.
A conference was now ' held as to what it was best to do. And as
the parl,y were thus debating a startling sound came to their ears.
,
It was distant shouting and laughter mingled with the tramp of
horses' feet. Frank and Don Jose exchanged glances.
"Aa I live!'' exclaimed the young in vector, "I I.Jelieve it is lllnrlllo
and his gang coming down the gorget"
.
•• Si, senor," agreed Don Jose, •• probably they expect to find our
dead bodies on the way. They will be •lisappointed."
" Indeed, yes."
"What shall we dof'
Frank set his lips til!,'htly.
"I behave tbat we will meet them," he said. "Why should we not
give them a parting allot! They tried to exterminate us. We can
with justice retaliate."
"Good!'' cried Don Jose, eagerly. "Ther certainly deaern it.
What shall be tile order, senorr•
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"Draw your men up in the shadow of that cliff," said Frank. "Barney, go LO the right gun, and I will go to the left. When they appear,
give it to them!"
" All roight, sor!"
These orders were quickly obeyed. Tben the pa_rty of herders
awaited results.
Nearer came the sounds or laugh tAr and apparent jest. Soon the
cavalcade of outlaws came in sight. Not until the last man had rode
out of the canyon did Frank spe11k.
Theil he said:
"Now, Barney!"
Tbe next moment both dynamite guns were discharged. The shells
struck full and fair in the midst of the gang of ruffians.
Many an honest soul was avenged in tbat moment; many a crimestained wretch expiated his evil deeds.
When ' the smoke cleared the ground was seen to be covered with
mangled men and horses. Bow many was slaughtered was never
known.
But a few were seen disappearing up ~he canyon. The survivors
coulll have been but few.
Frank did not pause to look further upon the scene. He sprung to
the pilot-house and put on speed.
" Come, friends,'" be cried, " let us say farewell to Red Murillo and
his den! I doubt If be ever troubles us again."
" Amen," said Don Jose, piously, and clasped Muriel closer to him.
For days the party traveled eastward: then came the parting of the
ways.
·
Frank Reade, Jr., was desirous of continuing his journey of exploration further into the wilderness, so as to eventually come out at Rio
Janeiro, and rejoin Captain Randall and the Utopia.
Don Jose was eagllr to return and reconstruct his hacienda. So at
a suitable point near the banks or the Bermejo river the party separ·
a ted.
Thrilling, Indeed, had been their adventures. Fortune had smiled
upon tt:eir enterprise, and there was good reason fur mutual congratu·
lation, though for the Traveler and its party, tbe thrilling incidents of
the journey bad but just begun.
CHAPTER Vii.
TilE DUCK HUNT-THE

WATER PYTHON.

DoN JosE anrl his men galloped away to the southward. While
Frank Reade, Jr., and Barney and Pomp, turned tbe bend or the
Traveler to the northward.
Tbe next day they crossed tbe Bermejo river and headed for the
bouDllary line of Paraguay, which was the Pllcomayo river.
The character o! the Chaco country now changed a trilla.
The wide pampaa began to break up into table lands and wet-e in·
tersected wilb rivers and jungles. They were every moment getting
deeper into the tropics.
And all signs of civilization utterly vanished.
Not a white man was seen for days, and in fact no sign of human
being either. There were no dearth of animal life, however.
And one bit of expenence with the latter, the party were destined to
not soon forget.
As it happened some of the machinery got slightly out of order, and
Frank brought the machine to a halt in tbe verge of a deep jungle.
As it would reqaire some hours or work which he alone could per·
form Barney and Pomp bit upon a plan. They were very desirous of
taking a bunting trip.
So they brought out their shotguns, and, with Frank's permission,
ptepared for a brief excursion into the jungle. Frank took occaaion
to read them a lecture.
•• Do not fail to proceed with the utmost care," hA declared. "The
dauger from wild beasts is not to be lightly thought or. Keep your
eyes open."
" All roight, sor!" cried Barney.
"We'se gwine to do it, Marse Frank,'' declared Pomp.
So the two jokers thus adjured and equipped set out. Soon they
were deep in the jungle,
A small river ran through this part or the jungle' and getting wider
some further on made a lagoon, This was well stocked with ducks,
These were what the two hunters were after. Soon they were in a
ine covert and bad a line on the duck d.
It did not take them but a few moments to bag a dozen with their
repeating shotguns.
But alas! the birds dropped in the water of the la~oon, In some in·
stances a hundred yards distant. With no boat bow were they to
secure them T
~'or a moment they were in a quandary. Then Burney threw off his
~oat.

"Be jabers, there's wan way to 2:et thim," he cried.
" How am dat cbilef' asked Pomp.
"Shure, I can sbwim fer tbiml"
"Hub! does yo' want some !lig 'gator to get yo', sah!"
"'Gntor ?" exclaimed Barney. "Shure there's no alligators in
there."
"Don' yo' be so shuab !" said Pomp, positively, "yo' neber kin
tell whar ~o look !o' dem critters. Dey jes' lte down d11re in de
mud. An' I tell yo' dey cum up pretty qnick when <.le time come!''
Barney scratched his head.
He was perplAXAd.
"Be me C!owl!" he muttered. I'm afther wantin' the ducks bad

enuff, but I don't want to be chewed up be alligators an' yez kin bet
on it.''
1
"Den yo' wants to keep out ob de watab, sah,'' declared Pomp
solemnly.
'
"Well, aor," cried Barney, "how iver are we goin' to git thim
ducks, I'd loike fer to know? Shure I'm not goin' back wldout thim."
" Mebbe we kin rAacb dem wif a long pole," ventured Pomp. But
Barney scoffed at this.
"Shure there's no pole hereabouts that is long enough!" he cried; ;
"but we might build a raft, naygur. Phwr.t do yez say!"
•
" Don' keer mncb," replied Pomp. "I'ae reddy to do jes' wba'
yo' say."
And even this seemed to be a difficult task. But Barney was not to
be defeated.
·
He tinnily found some palmetto logs. These were light and porous, and seemed to lloat easily enough. Then some vines were used
to bind them together, and In a very short while they had a presenta·
·
hie raft.
But it would hardly eupport the two of them.
Wbicb should be tbe one to venture out upon the surface of the IQIoon! Pomp was by no means anxious.
Visions came to him of mighty alligators, large enough to swallow
man and raft, perhaps. Now, if there is one thing a negro fears, it is
an alligator.
Barney saw this and grinned. He produced a penny and said:
"Begorra, naygur, it's odd or even to see which av us goes!"
"A'rightl" agreed Pomp, with a wry face.
·
So Barlley held the coin tightly clasped in his band.
"Nnw are yt~z ready?" be asked.
"Yes, sah!" replied Pomp.
" Is it odd or even!"
"It am an even numbab."
"Bejabers, here goes!"
,
Barney opened h1s baud. 'l'he coin lay with date uppermost. Each
looked at it and saw that tbe dnte was 1866.
"Golly!'' cried Pomp, "I'se de winnah. Shunb, it am even."
"Bejabers, thut's roigbt,'' said Barney, lightly; "an' it's jist as well
fer that, fer yez wud have been afraid to bave gone anyway!"
" Yo' ain' no right to say dat, sah,'' protested the coon.
'' Shure, yez know it!" cried Barney, banteringly. "Well, here
goes!"
And be leaped upon the raft. He pushed it out Into the pool bolaly,
und set out to cross it.
But with the first thrust of the long pole his face changed. He
could not touch the bottom. For ought be knew it was a mile deep.
" Be me sow!,'' he muttered, " Here's a foiue go. It'll niver do fer
me to git tipped over, bejtibersl"
He paddled the raft slowly across the black water. In a lew moments lie picked up one of the ducks.
Pomp ali the while was watching him with dePpe3t interest. If a huge
alligator had suddenly risen and swallowed mun and raft, it would not
have surprised him in the least.
· Butney wus eluted at tbe success of his efforts thus far. He feared
no alligators.
In his exuberance of soul he began to sing lustily:
" Shure, Rory, be aisy,
Don't taise me no more,
F~r it's six toimes to-duy
Yez have kissed me before.
An' there goes another-whist!
An' tbere to make sure!
Faith, t!Jere's loci;. in odd numbers.
Quoth Rory O'More.''
Then ~omething peculiar happened. Tlle water in the pool began
to churn and boll furiou~ly.
The little raft rocked like a ship !n a gale. In an instant the Celt's
tune changed.
"Phwat the divil's the matther!" he cried in amazement. "Shure
phwat's happened!;'
" Look out fo' yo'se'!!" screamed Pomp, " it am a 'gator, didn't I
tole yo' so! Dar am his head!"
And up from the black pool right at the end of the raft, •here soddenly appeared a darting, hissing bead with venomous ~ngs.
" Sutl'erin' Caesar!" gaspfld Barney, In auject terror, " it am a
snake?''
Now if there was one 1hing the Celt was afraid of it was a snake.
Not even Pomp's tear of an alligator could be as intense. For a
moment the Celt was nigh fainting.
There was that monster serpent bead dancing about the raft. The
leviathan form was n1aking the water foam ail about.
It was one of the monster water pythons which frequent South
·"'merican rivers, and must bave been fully fifty feet in length. It ba<l
glided into the pool !rom the sedgy grass at its verge, evidently recog•
nizing in Barney a choice morsel of food.
But now that it was in the water it was at a loss to know juat bow
to get at its intended victim.
It is a well known fact that n snake while in the wotter is utterly
unable t:> strike. About the raft the monster sailed, trying to get at
his victim.
Pomp, on the shore, was yelling like a madman. He seemed to
have lost his senees completely.
But after the first shock of the encounter was over Barney recll~ered
in a measure his self· possession.
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He sa w that the snake was unable to get at him, and this reassured
him. He a t once shouted to Pomp.
" Shut up yer yelling, yez big stufl"l'' be cried. "Don't yez see that
wen't llo any good!"
Tbis caused Pomp to sober down.
' ' Massy Lorlly, chile," he wailetl, " wha' am we gwine to do if dat
snake gits yo'!''
" Be jabers I' ll give hi m a tough bit of chewing!'' declared the Celt,
as he spat on his bands and gripped I:. is only weapon, the pole,:tigl!ter.
He had left his rille with Pomp.
" I reckon I bettah go fo' Marse F rank!" cried the coon.
" Divil a bit !" cried Bar ney. " Don't yez see yez WIII!eu.ve me here
to be ate up by tbe omadh aun ?"
" Wha' am I g win e to do!"
"Hain't yez got a gun? Shure it's aisy enough to use that!"
Po mp picketl up his g un. It carried small sbot, and he knew this
could never injure t he serpent at th a t range.
But nevertheless be drew aim at t he creature's head ~~ond fired.
Just as was expected t be shot had li ttle ell"ect.
They si mply stun g t he r eptile and urglld it to fiercer efforts. The
raft now threatened to capsize.
" Don' t yez do a ny more av that, " cried Barney, " shure av yez
can't kill him don't shoot at all, at all! Och, I wistJ I bad me Winchester he re!"
" Golly, I jes' go an' get it fo' yo' !" cried Pomp.
" An' lave me here to be ate up be the monsther?" cried Barney.
"Shure that's all the reelin yez have!"
"Golly, wh a' am I g wine fo' to do!" cried Pomp in perplexity.
" J es' keep yure head, t hat's all," cried Barney; "have yez any
buck-shot! Yez moight give him a charge av that!"
But Pomp avo well t hat he had not hing of the kind. Meanwhile the
raft wus dri!ting back nearer to shore.
Barney did not attempt to prevent it. An idea had occurred to him.
When t he raft should come wit hi n a few feet or the shore be was determined to make a leap anti run for it. He believed it po~sible that
tile big snake would not leave the pool.
He communicated this intention to Pomp. The darky retreated
what was a safe (listance an d awaited developmen ts, all the while
praying that bis fri end might succeed.
•
Nearer the shore drifted the raft. Meanwhile, the python had ceased
its tl!rashing about and lay passively on the surface, with its huge
bead at the edge of the ra ft and its gleaming eyes fixed on Barney.
It was an un comfortable position for t he Celt, but be made the best
or it.
Neare r the shore tbe raft now rapidly drew. Nearer, and now
scarcely ten feet inter vened.
Nearer, and suddenly Barney made a quick run, a leap, and struck
the bank. He stumbled, but picked himself up, and away he went at
full speed • .
But what of the py thon!
Did it leave the pool?
Ay, thnt it did, and with the g reates t of celerity. It was evident at
once that this was just the game it wa nted.
Barney heard a crashing so un d in his reur and once looked back.
He never forgot that sight.
.
There was a mighty bro wn body coming after him like a whirlwin ll.
As well try to escape from the wiod.
The next moment be heard the fearful hiss in hi s rP.ar and a hi deo u ~
head was thrust past lis face. Then be tripped and fell at the fo ot of
a huge eucalyptus.
Tba serpent shot on beyond him, bu t cnme about in a great coil
and before Barney co uld gain his feet t he coils were a bout him.
Words cannot descri be the sensations of the Celt at t hat moment.
He had just time to insti ncti vely unsheath e his knife.
'l'hen he lashetl out with It right and left. He made furious blows
at the hideous head dancing above hi m.
The knife struck its mar k antl hlood llowed over him in a torrent.
But the snake's method wa~ to crush its victim into stupidi ty an1 devour it alive.
So the dend ly folds were crush ing Barney into insensibility. His
terrific blows with t ha kn ife seemed to have no efliect.
But just as the Celt fainteu rescue came. All Lbis while Pomp had
not been Idle.
It wa& not li ke the darky to stand idly by and see his companion
killed. He had starteJ in pursuit of t he snake as it in turn pur!ued
Bar uey.
And without the slightest hesi tation the plucky coon llung himself
upon the reptile.
He also had nothing but hia kni fe, save the shot-gun. But at short
range he believed :he latter would be etrective.
'
And so it proved.
He placl!d the muzzle as near to the reptile's c'lap cing ht>ad as he
could and fired. The shot took a way the monster's lower ja w,
Mad with pain, it hissed furiou sly and mndil a blow at Pomp. Bot
tbe darky dodged and fi red fnll at the rep tile's eye.
This told the tale.
The shot entered the creature's brain and terminated the strog,:!:le.
It indulged in farious contortions, but th e foltls about Barney relaxed
and the Celt fell over.
Po mp hastened to drag him a way to a safe distance. Then for a
fe w moments Pomp was indescribably sick.
Tbe peculiar odor ·wh ich the creal ure carriecl abont il. was the cause
or th i~ . But alter retching a few mom ents he r ~co verflrl.

Burney bad now recovered his senses and sat up.
menta be was dazed.
'l'nen be slowly took in the sit untion. He saw the snake's bodJ
some distance away, and then looked up a ~ Pomp.
"Be me sowl, naygnr, yez kilt him!'' he declared.
"Yas, sah, an' a lily bit mo' yo' goose wud bah been cooked!"
" Be jabers I'll not forget that! Bad cess to the baste! Shure be
had me nigh smashed w pieces.''
" How yo' feel now!"
" Betther, an' thanks to yezl''
" Wha' yo' say au' we start back fo' de Trabbler! Dere aln' no luck
here, chile. Mebbe some mo' ob dem big snakes around yere."
" Begorra, I'm wid yez," cried Barney, gaining his feet slowly.
"Shure phwat an awful sbmell the craylber bas!"
In a few moments they were en route for the machine. They did
not even return for the ducks nor think of pursuing the hun~ for·
tiler.
They were glad enough, a short while later, to :!rag themselvea
aboard the Traveler. They were a very much used up pair of hunt•
era.
Frank was surprised.
" What is the matter with you fellows!" he cried. "You look as If
you had been tllrongh seven cities!''
•· Be me sow!, we feel about that way, sor," declared Barney. And
then thlly to!d their story.
But they had scarcely finished when .l<'ru.nk sprang up with a sharp
cry.
"On my word!" he cried, "here comes the mate of that fellow, ne
doubt to avenge his death!"
Aswundell, Barney and Pomp gazed in the direction indicated.
They saw that this was the troth.
A monster python was coming straight through the jungle and dow a
upon the machine.
CHAPTER VIII.
MANY ADVENTURE S-THE END.

IT is a well known fact that pythons of this variety usually travel ia
pairs and that if harm comes to one the other will endeavor to avenge
it.
It will travel mil ~s and exhaust much Ingenuity to track down
and kill its foe. That this was the porpowe of the present one tl!ere
was .no lloubt.
For a moment Frank was at a loss what to do.
He did not think that the serpent could not do tbe machine any
great harm. Yet on the whole be hardly cared to come to verv close
quarters with the monster.
•
All three explorers very discreetly retired to the security of the
pilot ilouee. Then they watched resu io.a.
The python came on angrily, with uplifted head and hissing fiercely. It was truly a formiduble looking reptile and the e.:.:plorers could
not but feel glad that they were not on even ground with it.
"Begorra, I 'ave ball enough av this countbry," cried Barney,
" shore I draw the line at snakes. Be me sow! I'd ruytber meet the
divil himailf."
" Yon are well warranted in that, Barney," declared Frank; "especially such a monster as this."
"Golly! wl!a' yo' gwine to do, Marse Frank! Am yo' gwine fo' to
!Pt him come any nigher, sah?"
"I dol!'t see what harm he can do; he cannot possibly r;et at
us."
'' Yas, aah; but what if he puts his coils about dis machine, sah, ani
crushes it all to pieces!''
Both Barney an d Pomp looked a!armed. But Frank only laughed.
" I will take cara of his snakeship," be said; "never fear about
th at;"
'fhe python paused for a moment at sight of the Traveler. It wu
plain t hat It was puzzled.
Not seeing any living creature, It was baffied. It made a cautious
detour or the macliine.
And as It did so all were prone to note the exceeding swiftness and
power of Its motion. It moved like a veritable spirit and with the
speed of a whirlwind.
Round and round the machine it went, evidently very much puzzled!
Then it made a sudden blow ut the pilot house.
Ita head came crashing agai~st the plate glass, and then it slid over
the rail and across the lleck. Barney and Pomp with yells of dismay
retreated into the cabin.
Frank laughed until the tears ran at their terror. Meanwhile the
python had thrown its coils about the body of the Traveler.
But stram as it could it was unable to make anv Impression on the
steel bull, tho:J~b the pressure was certainly enormous.
" By Jupiter!" exclaimed the young inventor, " it's a good thing the
machine is strongly built."
But Frank now decided to put an end to the affair. He went about
it in a conlident and systematic way.
Firat he procured a wire and coiled it about his nrm until he had
made a strong loop. One end of this he connected wit.h tbe dynamos,
affixing a stop key.
Then he ope~d one or the pilot house windows and exposed himself
there. In vain Barney and Pomp trted to remonstrate.
He only laughed, and said:
"Have no rijar; I know what I am doing.''
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The python's glistening eyes became suddenly fixed upon him.
!lowly and Silently tile h.Jge creature began to glide toward him.
Frank threw the coil or wire out onto the declt. Tbeo he watched
the snake's approach.
He knew his power and hill snfety. He knew that the snake would
bave to cross the wire to reach him.
The moment it should come in contact with the wire, it would be a
denll snake, so Frank felt no risk whatever.
Nllarer drew the reptile slowly. The young inventor saw the deadly glare in its eyes; knew Its preconceived purpose and waited his
chance.
N.;w the moment bad come.
Tbe snake's huge body was upon the wire. Frank drew a deep
breath. Then he pressed the key.
Crash!
The mighty body of the reptile went hurtling from the deck of the
Traveler. Over and over it rolled upon the green sward in fearful
con tortions.
But only for a lew moments. The electric current bad done its
deadly worl,. The snake lay a quivering, lifeless mass.
Tl!eu Barney nod Pomp came trembliug!y out or the cabin. Frank
could not help but luugb at them.
"Weli, well!'' he cried; "you are a plucky pair! There is your
snake, as dead as Haman!"
"Bress de Lor'!" breathed Pomp; "I'se done glad ob dat!"
"Begorra, 1 was fearful that it wud git yez, Mistber Frank!"
"Nonsense!" replied !<'rank. "We have wsrse foes to conquer before we reach Rio ue Janeiro-be sure or that."
Frank m11tle sure that the snake was dead, and then d~scended and
measort~d it. The length was a little untler sixty feet. Truly it was
a monster!
On terra firma a single man, with ordinary weapons, would stand
but a slight chance against such a monster.
but Frauk had finished the repair!! to the machinery, and as ti.Jere
were yet some hours of daylight left it was deCided to push on.
Before nightfall they approached the great !'apids of the Pilcomayo
river. Upou its opposite shore was Paraguay.
Frank looked for a good place to make a croPsing. It required a
great deal of search to do this.
But finally he found c. great pool at the root or the rapids where the
water was calm. The machine slid into this and made its way across.
Arrived upon the opposite bank, the travelers could see green
prairies extending far to the northward. This was an encouraging
prospect for the morrow.
"We stall find easier traveling now," be declared. "We will strike
the Paraguay river about on the Tropic of Capricorn, and thence it is
a straight line east to Rio."
" Begorra, I'll be glad to get back to civilization," declared Barney.
"I'm about tired av thravelin' in a wil(lerness."
"Golly, it don't take much to tire y6' I reckon," snilfed Pomp.
" Don't yez be aftber makin' mock av me, sorl" cried Barney,
threateningly.
"Hub! I don' kPer a red cent fo' yo', sab!" sniffed PomJ:.
"Yez don't, eb!"
.. No, sab!"
"Well, now I kin tell yez that I don't allow nobody, juke, lord nor
Prlsidint to insult me, sor. Av I get aftber you, yez will quick foind
out."
"Yo' am a good talker; •• declared Pomp, making a wry face at
the Celt.
This was too much for Barney.
He made a dive at the ilarky.
A. lively ruction would have fol·
lowed then and there bad it not been r:n Frank; but he atopped it.
For an hour now the machine ran on over a level plain. It was
a gree.t relief to find smooth going.
·
When darkn ess came they bad reached the base of what might
have been called a butte in tbt> middle of the great plain,
It was a solitary eminence with rocky crags and angles. It,
however, all"orded a good place to camp, and Frank stopped the
machme.
Darkness settled down rapidly. Pomp was quickly busy preparing
the evening meal.
The darky was a fine cook and soon hac served up a good repast.
After it was over the party went out on deck and Frank lit a cigar
while Barney and Pomp indulged in a pipe.
The night was as <lark as Erebus, there being not a star visible. Iu
fact there were indications or a storm.
Now Frank knew what the meaning or a tropical storm was. So be
bad decided net to move away from the protection of the butte if the
storm should show any disposition to break the next day.
For some while the trio sat out on the Traveler's deck. Tbe air was
sultry and too warm for retiring to sleep with anv degree of comfort. .
So all •were glad to remain out of doors. Frank was doing some
deep thinking and Barney aud Pomp as usual were joking each otl:er.
But suddenly the Celt cl:anced to throw bis gaze upward to the
summit of the butte. He gave a sharp cry.
It attracted Frank's attention.
'' What's the matter, Barney?" he asked.
"Divil a bit do I know!" replied the Celt; "but wud yez look up
there, sor!"
Frank looked up and saw what seemed to be a luminous glow near
the summit of the Butte. He saw that it was firelight rellected againat
a clilf wall. He could ascribe iL to but one thing.

"A. camp-fire!" he muttered.
Then the curiosity of all was aroused. The question naturally became, who was in this wild part of the world and encamped in such a
peculiar spot.
Was it white men, herders or prospectors, or waa it a band of naLives! Frank determined to find out.
So be said:
"Barnlly, bring out my rille and your own. Pomp, go into the pilot•
bouse and stay there, and keep a good lookout unti! we return!"
·
"Phwat are YPZ going to do, Mistller Frank?" asked Barney.
"Can't you see?"
"Yez are going up there?"
" Of course!"
" Wburrool I'm wid yez, sort"
Into the cabin rushed the ('.,alt. In a few moments he came out
with the two rilles. Then preparations were quickly made.
Pomp did not demur at being left alone. To him orders were
orders and be must obey.
Dropping from the deck of the machine Frank and Barney started
up the butte. They found it by no means an easy climb.
Up they went until it seemed as if they were in the clouds. But
~e glow above was their guide.
And as they drew otJarer to it they became well satisfied that it
was really a camp-lirA. Somebody was spending the mgbt there.
And now a surprise waM accorded them. They came Into what
was unmistakably a beaten path.
This would seem to indicate that the butte was a regular stopping place for camp1.1rs, or that the eettlement there was parmaoent.
A.t all events they would soon know. Frank pushed ahead now
with more of caution.
Suddenly he paused.
"Hush," be said; "do you hear anything, Barney!"
" Shure, an' I do, sort"
" It Is human voices!"
"Yis, aorl"

I

" We must proceed carefully now, for we do not know the obaracter
of those in the camp."
" All roigbt, sor!"
A moment later Frank reached an angle in the path, and beheld a
surprising scene. Deep in tile side of the butte, ti.Jere was a sort of
artificial cavern or tunnel.
It extended in.o the "artb for a matter of twenty feet. From the
arch of the excavation there bung a lantern. Just beneath there
burned a small fire of fagots. ~
And In the excavation, two men, ragged, unkempt and grimy, were
digging with piokax and ehovel. ~ear by a little &pring bubbl1.1d from
the side of the butte, and near this was a cradle and rocker, such as is
used by mmers for the washing of gold.
" Bv jove," muttered the young Inventor, "they are gold di~gers!"
"Shure an' that's phwat they are, sor," declared Barney.
At this moment one of the miners came out of the excavation.
He had a pan of pay dirt which he was about to proceed to wash
out, bot at ti.Jat moment, acting on an Impulse, Frank stepped bold·
ly out into view.
"I beg your pardon, my friend," he said; "I wish you a very good
evening.''
A. sudden cry or alarm burst from the miner's !ips. He grabbed a
rille near, and tbe other digger came rushing out.
But a glance at Frank's face was enough.
They could see at once that his guise was not that of a foe. And
as they now stooa revealed to Frank, tt.e young inventor exclaimed:
"Americans!"
"Yes, sir, that Is what we are," replied one of the mlnars. "My
nanoe is John Valentine, or New York, and this Is Sam Benton, of
Chicago. We are miners, as you see; who are you!"
"We are Americans also," replied Frank.
" Thunder and guns! What are ye doing in thia God forsaken
part of the world!"
" We are exploring."
"Looking fer dustr'
" No, sir. Simply exploring for our own amusement. My name
is Frank Rende, Jr., of Readestown.''
" Jericho!" exclaimed one of the miners. " I've heard of you.
Aren't you a great inventor!"
" I am no inventor."
" A.n' didn't you patent an air-ship an' a submarine boat?"
"I built both of those," replied Frank, In his modest way.
" By Jinks! I guess I have beard of you. And I can tell you
we're mighty glad to meet you. If you've got your air ship here
now we'd like to sail borne with you!''
" I have no air ship here,'' laughed Frank, " but I have a ~ood
substitute."
·
" A.h! what's tbatr•
" The Electric Traveler!"
" Come. now, what's that?"
"If you will come down to the foot of this hill I'll show you!''
" Of course we wlll!"
It was truly a strange meeting in this out of the way part of the
world; but, as they were countrymen, a common bond of sympathy
was at once created.
In a very short wb!le mutual explanations had followed, aatl all
were the best of friends.

THROUGH 'l'HE TROPICS.
The two prospectors paid a vi&it to tile Traveler and were charmed
With which he placed & shell in the breech of one of the dynamite
with t he machine.
guns. He discharged It into the plain, jnst in front of the red borde.
"Why,'' cried Valentine, "if you wjll ~o with us with thi~ rnaThe effect was thrillio~.
chine up among the Red Il'!dians in Bolivia, we can I.Jriog hack a
Horses and men were piled in a heap. A mighty cloud of dust and
million dollars' worth of g old!"
smoke rose high in the nir. When It cleared, the red Indians were
"I am obliged to decline,'' replied Frank. "I would have no use seen to be scattered in all directions.
for the gold, for I am already wenltby. But if you have bad anough
They made ofl at full speed, and were not seen again.
of this regioc, I can give you passage to Rio."
As all was now in readiness, Frank waited oo longer, bot started
"Thank yon a thousand tim es!" cried both men.
away to the eaatward.
Then t hey went further into details as regard ed their enterprise.
The journey to Rio Janeiro from here was devoid or any thrilling
Ic seemed th a t they had come from Rio to t!lls wilderness, bearing incident, for beyond the upper Paran >LRiver the count.ry was thickly
from t he dy ing lips of an old miner·of this I.Jutte.
"
settled, and no perils were to be encountered.
He had declared it to be rlch in pay dirt. But it was in a perilous
Through the prospt<rous plantations of the Gringos the machine
region, an d to g et there and back involved a ~reat deal of risk.
made its way, received everywhere with wonder but mucl.l bospl•.alBut th ey had succeeded and bad already extracted a large fortune ity.
from tbe butte. They were quite ready to return to civilization and
Io doe course the Sierra Do Mar range of mountains was crossed,
and Rio de Jaueiro, beautiful mty, lay at their feet.
eagerly em braced Frank's kind offer.
Th11 next morning their effects and the ore, fully one hundred thouThe waters of the South Atlantic were before them, and, perhaps,
san d dollars' worth, were removed on board the Traveler.
the happiest members of the party were the two miners, who were reAnd a s chance had it they were not a moment too soon.
turnin~t to America with a large fortune.
For just as the last load went on board tile machine, Barney, who
At Rio they were met by Captain Randall who was on the outlook
was in t he piiQt bouse, cried:
for them.
" Begorra, there comes some Injins as I live. Shure phwat do yez
"You are a foil month early!" cried the jovial captain. "My men
make av thim, Misther Frankl"
are loath to leave Rio so soon, for they have been having a gay
time."
Tbe young inventor needed bot to give one glance at the horde of
barbarians who were riding toward the bu tte on their hardy ponies.
"Very well," replied Frank, "let them stay the month out, and we
T hey were t hP. Red Indians of the dreaded Andes, always the roe of will do the same. I think we can spend a few weeks here protltably,
the white ma o and merciless in all their treacherous ways.
eb, Barney and Pomp!"
"Great Heaven!" exclaimed Valentine, "this is nothing short of a
The two jokers were delighted. Bu.t Valentine and Benton were
miracle. We could not have had a closer call."
·
anxious to get home so they lert by au earlier ship.
,
"If I bad not happened along here last night, what would be your
Af~er a jolly good time io Rio the party tinnily went aboard . the
positi on now?" asked Frank.
Utop1a, and the voyage homeward was begun. It was u propluoua
"A deadly one," replied the miner.
•
· lone.
" They might have passed on without examining the butte."
R&adestown was reachP.d safely and the travelers were warm!"
" Not th ey. Be sure t hey have found signs of us already. See, they welcomed by their friends. And so ended the trip through the
In tend to come this way. We would have paid for our gold witll our tropics.
lives !"
But Frank bears from Don Jose and Muriel quite often.
Frank smil ed grimly.
/
"Let us see how far this way they will come,'' be muttered.
[THE END.]

"1:J" se:t-u..1 an.d. X:n.str-u.ctive
liO W TO BECOME a SPEAKER.--Con talnlng fo11rteen

illustration.~,

giving the different positions reauisite to become a good speaker,
reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry, arranged in thA most simple and concise
manner possible. For sale by aU newsdealers in the United States
and Canada, or sent to your address, postage fre-d, on receipt of ten
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 an.'.il 38 North Moore
street. New Yor k. Box 2780.

pow TO BECOME A ... rAGitJIAN.-Oontaln!ng the g!Uldestaswrtmem
of magical Illusions eve.r placed before the public. Also, tricks wltb
cards, incantations, eto. P rice 10 cents. "For sale by all newsdealers.
or sent to your address, postage free, upon receipt of price. Franle
Touse.r;- publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, .New York. p, Q
Box: 2 30.
HOW TO KEEP HOUSE. - It conta ins Information for everybody, boys,
girls, men and women; it wi ll teach you b ow to make almost anytbing arou nd the house, such as pnrlor ornaments, brackets, cementa, molian h n.rps, a nd bird lime for catching birds. Price 10
cents. For S>~ltJ by all newsdealers in the UJ! ited States or Canada,
or sen t to your ad dress, post pnld, on r~ceipt of price. Address
F rank 'l'ousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York.
Box 27ll0.

R OW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-CoutalOing aU the leading conundrums of the day, a mus ing riddles, curious catcbAs and witty sayIngs. Price 10 cents. F or sn.le by all newsdealers in the United
States and Canada, or sent to your add ress, post paid, on receipt of
the price. Add ress Fmn k 'l.'onsey, publisher, 34 and 36 North
Moore Street, Ne w York. Box 2730.
flOW TO EXPLAIN DREAM'"o.- Z verybody dreams, from the little chl\.0
to the aged man and woman. This nt;;.le book gives the explanation
to all kinds of dreams, together With luckS a,pd unlucky days, and
" Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate. For s:t~ e by every newsdealer in the United States and Canada. Price 10 C.."'nts, or we will
send it to your address, postage free, on receipt of price. Frank
Tousey, oublishsr. 34 and 38 North Moore street. New York. Box 2700.
T HE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.Someth ing ne w and very in structive. Every boy should obtain this
book, as it contains full instruct!:>ns for organizing an amateur min·
strel trou pe, a nd will cost you but 10 cents. For sale by all newsd ealers in the United States or Canada, or sent to any address, pol't.
a ge free, on receipt or price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, M
and 36 North Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.
!IOW T O BOX.- 'I'he art of self-defense made easy. Containing ovet
·• t hirty illustrations of guards, blows and the different positions of a
- ·good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box without an instructo~;.
Only 10 cents. F or sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post paid, on re.
ceipt of price. Address 1Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 00 North
Moore street. New York. P. 0. Box 2780.

~ooks.

SOW TO COLLECT S'rAMPS AND COINS.-Containlng valuable In·
formation regardilfg the collecting and arranging of stamps and
coins. Handsomely illustrated. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
newsdealers in the United States and Ca.n'lda, or sent free or polltage upon rooelpt of the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher,
34 and 36 Nortt\ Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.
flOW TO BEOollfE A SOIENTIST.-A useful and InStructive book, giV•
ing a complete tre<1t1se on chemistry; also, experiments in acoustics,
mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworl,s, colored firee, and gas balloons. This book cannot be equaled.
Price ~(I cents. For sale by dll newsdealers, or it will b~ sent to your
address, r;ostage free, on recei.Qt of price. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher.~ and 36 Nortl. 1\l:ot'.':"'l street. Nf'W York. &x 2780.
.IJW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful Il::tle book, coDo
tah1ing the rules and regulations . of Billiards, Bagatelle, Backgam•
mon, Croqu et, Dominoes, etc. Pnce 10 cents. For sale by all nt>wsdealers in t!le United States and C:.:1ada, or sent to you~ address,
posta.ge free, on receipt of puce. Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and Ill
North Moore street. New York. Box 2700.

I

BOW TO BECOJ\ih AN INVENTOR.- Every boy should know how 1Jlo
ventions originate. This book explains them all, giving exam plea
in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics , pneumatics, mechan:.ea,
eto., etc. The most instructive book published. Price 10 cents.
1 For sale by a ll newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or
· sen~ to your address, postage frse, on receipt of price. Add~
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street New YortL
&x 2730.
HOW '1'0 BECOME A GY~NAST.-Containlng fnlllnstructloos for all
kind~ of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Embraoing thirtY•
five illustrati'ln~. By Professor W. Macdonald. A bandy and useful
booi,;:. l'rieA 10 cents. }'or sale by every newsdealer iu tne United
State~ and Cauad>l, or will be sent to your address, post-paid, on
receipt of the pric". Address Frank l'ousey, publisher, M and 86
North Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.
SOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most coinptete hunting and 'dslllllll!
~ide ever published. It contains full ins :;ructions about guns, hunt,;
mg dogs, traps, trapping, and flshin~", together with descriptions of
game and fish. Price 10 cents, For sale by all newsdealers in the
United States and Canada, or sent, r ostpaid, to your address, O!l receipt of price, by Frank Tousey, lJUblisher, 34 and 38 North Hoon
~t. New York. Box 2730.
HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECl'RICITY.-A ltescrlptton of tbe
wond&rtUI uses of electricity 11nd el!'~\ro-magnetism, together with
full Instr1wtions for making Electric Toys, Batteries, et~. By Geo~e
Trebel, A.M., M.D. Containing over fifty illustrations. Price 10
cents. For sale by all newsdealers in tbe United States and OBnada,
or sent to yonr addrMS, postage free, on reeeipt of price. Addrese
Fronk l ·ousey, publisher, 81 and 36 !iorth Moore Street, New Yock.
Box 27.:10.

frapk Tousey's fl8pd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
No.1.
Napoleon's Oraculum and Dream Book.

No. 15.
HOW TO BECOME RICH.

No. 28.
HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES.

Oontainins- the great Oracle of human destiny; also the

Tbos won<te:iul book presente you with the example and
life experi ence of some of the 'tlost noted and wealthy men
in the world , including tbe aet .. -made men of our country.
The book is edited by onfll of the most successful men of
the present. aae, -whos8 own example is in itself guide
enough for those who aspire to fame and money. The
book will give you tbe secret. Price 10 centa.

=~~be~~~:i~~!d~ hfeflg~~~~8o~~!:rt~1:.~!il t~:'t=

!r;:s~ 8c0~~e~0:n~~~o:!J-~~~l~uds C:a~~esagf Ca~S~tb~ c~~~
8

plete book. Price10 cents.

No.2.
HOW TO DO TRICKS.
f'he areat ~ook of magiJ ~tnd card tri oks, containing full
frlatruotioa of all tho )el'ding card tricks or the day, also
the most •opular mn~icnl illusions as performed by our
leading mai{Icians; every boy sbould obtain a copy, aa it
wW bOth amuse and instruct. Price 10 cents.

No.3.
HOW '1'0 l;.LIRT.
l~T. \~~.ttdB~~~e~ftg~~~~ro~aa!':e~~~a.e!fL·~~~~e~~hti~~~
~·ru~r~r:tofib~sy!n;~~~:'::d~e~ii;:e~~a~~ofl~tj!;::~t~;~:

No. 16.
HOW TO KEEP A. WINDOW GARDEN.

Every one is desirous of knowing wbat hie future life wW
bring forth, whether haTtpiness or misery, wealth or pG1b
1

unea of your friends. Price 10 cents.

No. 29.
HOW TO BECOME A.N INVENTOR.

Eve17 bo)' ohoald know how Invention• oril!i;,..te, 'l'llflll
book explains them all, givine exam plea in electricitJ, hp..
Oont&ining full instructions for constructing a winaow draulice, maanetism, optics, pneumatics, mecbanica. eto..
etc. Tile moet instructive book p ublished. Price 10 oent&.
~arden either in town or country, and the most ¥oproved
methode for raisin~ beautiful flowers at home.
e moat
complete book of the kind ever published. Price 0 ceute.
No. 30.

HOW TO COOK.

No. J7.
HOW '1'0 DRESS.

One of tbe moot inotrnctlve booko on cookinlf ever pubo

W intereattng to everybody. both old and young. You can-

Containing full instruction in the art of dreaainl' aud ap..
pearina well at home and abroad, gi vlng the selections of
oolors, material, and how to have them made up. Prlce 10
cents.

pastry, and ft. grand collection of recipes b7 one ol our moft
popular cooks. On1y 10 cents per COpJ.

No.4.
HOW '1'0 DANCE

No. 18.
HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

Rot he ~"PPY without one. Price 10 csnte.

11 the title of a now and handsome little book juot isened One of tho brightest and moot valuable little hooko en.
~ll::~~i,~~f~~8tt~\~or;:ib:If-~~o~s!~udc~i~::u;~eh~r; ~~~~~!<> b;~~trt~l~dbot~v=~l~0:~dw~:~:let.o ~~:wee~~t t

:::::.-;.~~ 8~ul~,~~r~~l~~ni~ {g~:!~i.ng off in all populAr simple, and almost costless . Read this book and be con- 1
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No. 31.
HOW TO BECOME A. SPEAKER.
Oontaii.ting fourteen illustrations, giving the different po..
tJtiona requisite to b&come a good speaker, reader and.
elocutiuniat. Also containinll gems from all the populu
:~~b~r:~~:~~:~: p';.C:fbf~. llr~ri~~ ~U.!~ most

eimpll

tinced how to become beautiful. Price 10 cent&

No. 32.
No.5.
NO. 19.
HOW TO RIDE .A. Blt'YCLE.
HOW TO .1\lA.KE LOVE.I
FRANK TOUSEY'S
Handsomely illuotrated, and containing full directloao 15'
1
:.::«;re·~3v1~~~~ll,~s ~~ed c~~~~:t~ i~t;n~b~~~~:d!~~.~~ United States Distance 'l'ables, Pocket Com· ~i~~n;~~~ii~~i~Fu:rr~t~~~~~ 3i!:::l~~i l:~·~~~t!~=
a machine. Price 10 cents.
~&nJ ouriouR and inter-sting tbines not eenerall7 known.
panion and Guide.
l'rtce 10 oente.
Glvin~t l the olllcial distance& on all the railroad• ol the
No. 33.
U oited :States and Oanada. Also, table of distances by
No.6.
water to foreign porta, back fares in the princifaJ citie"t
HOW TO llEHA.VE.
8
0
0
HOW TO BECOME A.N ATHLETE.
~:~~f:~fa~3 g:~d~ b6~~8 ~t;b·u~:.!'J~·t~i~~ero ce~ t!.mos · Oontalnina the rnleo and etiquette of good oooieb and &l&ll
Glnnlf loll Instruction for th o use of dumb-bello, Indi ..
1lnb1, lsarallel bars, horizontal bars and various otbs
metho a of develo()ing a ~:ood, health y muscle: containi~
11
'!~~t~;t~: ~U~~~·g;sihe 1:~1r~~i~~~ bo~c::i~:~o~a ihw
little book. Price 10 centa.

liOW TONKiEP BIRDS.
Bandsomel1 iJlastrated. and contai1.ing full instructio!ll
1

h~~J~~~li~bY!.:tb~,t~~~~:e~ p!~o~~~~~e~c}.ir~:;
!0 cent&.

No.8.
HOW TO BECOME A. SCIENTIST.
A uteful and instructive book. giving a complete treatise
on chemistry; aleo, experiments in acoustics, mechanics,
mat hematics, chemistry, and directions for makina fire..
works, colored fires. and gas balloons. This book cannot
be equaled. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO BECOMENA.fENTRILOQUIST.
B7 Barry Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intellisent boy re a~ng tbfs book of instructions, by a 'hracttcal
xrofeaaor <de lKh ti og multitndea every night with is wonerful im1tations), can . master .the art, and create any
amount of fun for himself aud friends. It is the greatest
book e•er published, and there 's millions Cof fun) in it.
Price 18 cente.

easiest and moat approved methods of appearinlil to aOCMi
advantage at partiAl, balls, the theater, church, and i• t.aa.
drawine room. Price 10 centa.

No.20.
How to Entertain an Evening Party.
A very valuable little boo;: just published. A complete
compendium of games, Spoi'~<8, card-diversions, comic
recreations, etc., suitnble for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the mone7 than &llJ
book published. Prioe10 cent&.

No. 21.
HOW TO HUNT A.ND FISH.

No. 34.
HOW '1'0 FENCE.
Contain in&' fulltnstrnction for fencing and the Die of tho
broadsword; also instruction in archery . Described wiUl
f:f~!~i~:~ pA~~·~l!~s~~~t.on~~~i~!:~:~.est poeitioiiiJ

No. 35.

HOW TO PLAY GAMES,
The moJt complete bunting and fishing guide ever publiehed. It con tains full instructions about guLS, hunting A complete and useful little book, containing the milt
fi~~~ 0tl:~rit!r!J>cf~s't.an:r~~h;g~~~.ether with deacrip- and regnlations of bi1liards, bagatelle, back&'ammon, or..
Quet. dominoes, etc. Price 10 cent&
No.22.
HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.

No. 36.
HOW TO ·SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.

Heller's second Sil('ht exvlained by his former &Silatant, Oontaining all the leading conundrnmoofthe d&7, am .....
riddles, cul'ious catches and witty aayinaa. Price 10 ceat&

:::r1e!f~~tbft~;e!nxt~::~~~c~~: !~~ ~~~b~:~a~ofhuee:::~

:~~~:~~t'igna~f t~:c~~~e:i:~t~ s1ri~~sio ~~nets~nb

No. 37.
HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

authentio

No.23.
HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.

It contains information for ever)'body, boya, ldrla. . _
and women; it will teach you how to make alm oet anytharoand the house, tJoch as parlor ornaments, braokeEverybody dr•amo, from the little child to the aged man ""mente, II!Oiian harpe, and bird lime for oatcblq birda;
and woman~ 'l'bis httle book gives the explanation to all Price 10 cents.
0

~~~d~ ~a~~~!~~& ~~:~~i~:,:~~h~ t~~k'~1~~~~c~ri~!'"~
No. 38.
cents
No. 10.
HOW TO BE()OME YOUR OWN DOCTOB.
HOW TO BOX.
No. 24.
A wonderful book, cont.ainin~ useful and practical i.DJ'o,...
of ordinary diseases and aUmeatli.
II~~:rr:tT~n8se~;~~~~~~ss~ W~~: :~r:f·th~~~A:~~~tgv~~~ri~~~r~~ HOW TO WRITE LE'l"l'ERS TO GENTLE· mation in the treatment
r~:r~c1~!~ ~~e~~!::\1 ~0mtr~~t.anr,~~:tof~~~ ••..,..~
a aood boxer. Every boy s hould obtain one of these useful
MEN.
Rd instructive books, as it will teach you how to box with- Oot\taining full directions for WTiting to gentlemen on all
eut
an instructor. Price 10 cents.
No. ·39.
subjects; also giving sample letters for Instruction. Price
10 cents.
How to Raise Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons ant
No. II.
Rabbits.
HOW '1'0 WRI'l'l~ LOVE-LETTERS.
No.25.
'
A noefol and instructive book. Hantloomely lllnetrated.,
A. moat eomvtete li ttle book. containing full directions for
HOW
TO
BECOME
A.
GYMNAST.
By
Ira
Drofraw.
::'ricelO
conte.
writin• love-letters, and when to use them; also givine
('lontaining full instructions for all kinds of I{Amnutlo
- ohaea letters tor both young and old. Price 10 cent&
Sl)01'ts and athletic exercises. Embracing tbir~ ve ilia....
No. 40.
tt"at.ions. .Hy Professor W. Macdouald . A han and useNo. 12.
HOW TO MAKE A.ND SET TR!PS.
ful book. Price10 cents.
HOW TO WRITE LE'l'TERS TO l..A.DIES.
Including biota on how to catch Moles, Weaselo, Ott.,
Rate,
Squi1'rela and Birds. Also bow to care Skills. eo.;.
GiTing eomplete instructions for writinJ letters to Jadies
No.26.
piously llluatrated. BJ J . Harrineton Keene. i'rloe •
:~:S~~ub~~1!!; &~s:~l:,tters of introductio n, notes and re- HOW TO ROW, SilL AND BUILD .A. BOAT. cent~,
1
No. 13.
How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
!tr!,•.~~:~i~y.s:~~~t a~~~d~t!a:~~~rJ' i~:ft~ ~·h~;!.';
happiness in it.

No. 14.
HOW TO MAKE CANDY.

Fully illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and
sail a boat. Full JnstructJona are &iven in this little book.,
together with instructions on sw1mmina and ridin&, compan ion sports to boatina. ~r ice 10 centa.

No. 27.
HOW TO RECITE A.ND BOOK OF RECI·
'l'A.'l'IONS.
g~~~1 nJia,e~~: Wr0e8!c't0 ~~~~!o~~~~!~::et!:38i~~gt~~~

No. 42.
The Boys of New York Stump Speaker.

Oontalning a varied aooortment of Stomp Speecbea. N~
.t. aomplete loaud-book for making all kinds of c:and7, toe- pieces, together with many otandard •eedia111. Prieto 10 Dutoh and Irish. Aloo End Men•o jok•. Jnot tbe UliJIII ,
for home amUHment and amatev ohowa. Prioe;ID--. ·
centa.

otnam, qrups, esaenoes, eto., etc, Price 10 centl.

FGr sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of price

Box 2730.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York
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COMIC LIBRARY.
78 Muldoon. th e Solid l\1 an,
by 'fom TeASer
79 Joe Junk, the Whaler; or, Anywhere for }l'un,

by Peter Pad

SO The Deacon's ::ion; or, 'l'he Imp of the Village,

81 Behind the Scenes; or, Out With a bJi;:~J~kaser
Combination .
by Peter .l'ad
82 ·rbe Funny lfour.
·
by Pet.er Pa.d
83 Muldoon 's Bu.se Ball Olub,
by 'l'om 'l'easer
84. 1\iuldoo u's llase Bnll Olub in Boston, by 'J'o1a Teaser
85 A Had EgoC": or 1 Hu.rd to Crack,
by 'l'om Teaser
86 Sam; o r, 'l'he froubl esome Foundling,
by Peter Pad
87 l\luldoo n's Base Ball Club in Philadelphia,
b¥ 'J'om •r enser
88 Jim my Grimes ; nr, Sharp, Smart and :Sassy,
by Tom 'J 'easer
89 Li tt le 'Commy Bounce; or, Something Ltke His
D tLd
by Peter Pad
90 Muld oOn •s Picnic,
by 'l'om Teaser
91 Lit tl e Tommy Bounce on His Travels; or, D('lin~
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P lay,
by Peter Pad
93 Next Doo r; or, 'l'he Irish Twins,
by 'l'om 'J.'easer
94 The .Aldermen Sweeneys of New York,
by l'om Teaser
95 A B ad Boy's Note Book,
by •• Ed"
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96 A Bad Boy at School,
by "Ed"
97 Jircrny Grimes, Jr.; or, the Torment of t.he Village ,
•
by •rom Te.a ser
98 Jack and Jim ; or, Rackets and Scrapes at
:School,
by 'l'om 'l'easer
99 'I' he Book Agent' s Luck,
by" l!ld"
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102 'J'be !!'ra veling Dude: or, The Comical Advent-
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103 Senator !\I uldoon,
by 'l'om Teaser
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105 The Oomical Adventures of Two Du:fes,
by 'l'om Teaser
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108 Billy Moss; or, F1·om One Thing to Another.
by 'fom Teaser
109 Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jane,
by Tom T easer
110 }'" red Fresh; or, As Green as Grass. by 'I' om 'l'easer
111 The Deacon' s Boy; o r, 'l'he Worst in 'l'own.
by Peter Pad
' 112 Johnny Brown & Oo. at School; or, Tbe Deac113

Ji~~~sJ!g, a;n~ij?!~ ·~~!c~tree HarJ>YJ.1et~t[ad
Crack
by 'L'om l'easer
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by Peter Pad
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117 YounK Dick Plunket.; or. The Tria.Js a.nd Tribu11

116

118

o?I

M1:~j~~~ ~~~~:~~~~; ~:.~fbe

Solid

Old Sod,

~:a~~ ~~iley

by 'l'om •reMer

119 11ulctoon's Gr ocery Store. Part I. by 'l'om 'J'sa aur
8

~~ tl~~d~~~h~r~~~r~ ~~;· o{fi't:sl!~s~ya·~~riJr~:~r

Part I,
•
by Tom Teaser
122 Bob Bright; or, A Boy of Business and Fun.

1
1~ M~fa~~!\s Trip Around the World. ~;;.~~f, 'easer
by Tom Teaser
124 Muldoon's Trip Around tbe World. ~aT~~ Teaser
125 Muldoon's Hotel. Part I.
by Tom •reaser
126 Muldoon s Hotel . J>a.rt II.
&Jy ·rom Teas~t r
127.ft.fuJdoon's ObristmAB,
by 'l 'om 'i'eAaer
128 The .Shortys' Ubris tm&s Rackets,
•IJy ~ eLe r Pad
1'29 s~;~~:~~d~r·~~~b ~-~llowing in the ::~=~sPad
130 Sam Smart, Jr.: or. Followin~: in the E' ootsteps
of His Dad. Part II,
by Peter Pad
131 T hree of Us; or, Hustling for Boodle aod li'un.
Pa.rt I .
by 1'om Teaser
132 Three of Us; or, Hustling for Boodle and Fun.
Six Months With a. bJ~~?:.u 'l'easer
oy .Peter Pad
134 Diok Duck, the Boss of the Town, by 'l'om Tease r
135 '.fhe Sbortys Doing Europe; or, On a. Grt~.nd
'l'our for H'un. Pn.rt I,
by :Sam ~miley
136 'J'he Sbortys Doing Europe; or, On & Grand
'J'our for Fun. Part II.
by Sa111 :Smiley
137 Aunt Maria; or, She Thought She Knew It A ll.
by Sam Smiley
138 :Muldoon In Obioago; or. The Solid 1\la.n ut the
World's Fair.
by 'l'om Te1tser
~Cou s in Harry; or, An English Boy in A m eri on.
Pa.1·t I.
by Sam Smiley
140 Cous in Harry; or, An English Boy in Am eri ca.,
Pa.r t II.
by :Sam Smiley
141 A New Tommy Bounce; or, The Worst of tbe
Lot. Part I.
by Sam S1uiley
142 A New l 'ommy Bounce; or. The Worst of the

133

o~fJfo~1Fun; or

Lot. Part II.

by Sam Smiley
Pa.rt 1.
by Peter Pad
144 Stump; or, .. Little, But, Oh, My!" Part 11.
by Peter Pad
145 Shoo-Fly; or, Nobody'• Moke. Part I .
143 Stump; or, "Little. But, Oh, Myi"

146 Sboo-Fiy; or, Nobody's J\1oke . Parfh:om Teaser
by Tom Teaser
147 Ohips and Chin Cbin, tbe Two Orphan s . Part
I.
by Peter Pad
14.8
and Uhin Chin, the Two Orphab;·Pe~:;\.ad

Ow••

By the author of "Young Sleuth,"

By" Noname:•

No.
,., An Old Boy; or, Maloney After Education,
by Tom •reaser
75 Tumbling Tim ; or, Traveling With a Circus,
by Peter Pad
76 Judge Oleary's Country Court,
by 'l'om Teaser
77 J a.ck Ready's :School Scrapes,
by Peter Pad

Price 5 Cents.
Price 5 Cents.

No.

No.
91 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search For a Lost !11an in His Latest Air \Vonder.
92 Frank: Reade, Jr., In Central India; or, The Search
F or the Lost Savants.
93 Thj.~~siJ~~e~sJ:h~db~~PFS:a~k Reade Jr.'s Wonderful
94 Over the Andes With Frank R eade. Jr .• in His New
Air-:,bip; or, Wild A•lventures in Pern.
95 ~""rank Reade. Jr. 's Pra.iriB Whirlwind; or, 'l1he Mystery
of the liidden Canyon .
96 Under the Yellow Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search
for the Cave of Peurls With His New ~ubmarine
Oruiser.
9'1 Around tbe Horizon for 'l'en Thousand Miles; or,
Frauk Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful '!'rip With H1s AirShip.
98 Frank lteade, Jr.'s .. Sky Scrape";" or, North and
Sou 1h Around the World.
99 Un~:~J~.ej;~~~~~~~~~t' ~;t;~~~Ynt~~lg;~e~; or, Frank
100 From Coast to Uoast; or, F rank Rea~e Jr.'s Trip
Acr oss Africa in B. is Electric" Boomerang."
101 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Car ; or, Out~itt.in~ n. DeS{l~rate Gu.ng.
""
102 L ost m tbe w.ountains of the Moon; or, Frank Reade,
Jr. '• Great Trip With His New Air- Ship, the
"Send."
103 100 llliles Below the Surtace of the Sea: or, The IIIArvelons 'l'rip or Jl'rank Reade, Jr.'s "Hard-tSbell"
Submarine Boat.
104 Abandoned in Alaska; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s ThriHing Search for a Lost Gold ()Jaiut With His New
New ~ le ct ric Wagon.
105 Around the Arctic Circle; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s
Most Famous Trip With His Air-Ship, the "Orbit."
106 U~deeC~~:: ~~e~~~aoil ~·f ~~,k Ueade. Jr.'s Submar-

0

107
108

8 1

F~~!t f~ih~i~~n~.~hWi~~g~i~ ·~Uv!~ia.0n~ ~~:~rbu~~a
1

'J'Wo~~!~fu~ ~r~~IUe\Vit~r, Iii~ nkN::ad1'ir~S·~ip~ 1 iti!

.. .Flash."
109 Lost in the Great Undertow: or, Frank Reade. Jr.'s
:Submarine Cruise 10 the Gulf :Stream.
1l0 From 'l'ropic to 'fropio; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest
111

T~~~~ it~t.Jt !ti~~~cft~~t.~,~

an Air-Ship; or, Frank
Reade, Jr.'s Great Mid-Air Fligbt.

112 The Underground Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Subter-

ranean Cruise in His bubmarine Boat.
113 The Mysterious Mirage; or, Frank Reade, Jr .'s Desert
Search for & Secret City with His New Overland
Chaise .

1U The Klect.rio Island: or, FrAnk Reade, Jr.'s Search for

the Greatest Wonder on Earth With His Air~Ship,
tbe "Flight.''
Hurled In a Deep Sea Cave; or,
Frank Rea.de, Jr .'s Great :SoUmarme Search.
116 'l'be Galleon's Gold; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep Sea
Search.
llT Ai;~~~.tcust:!i~ !!tb.J::d~rf!rai~;!~tu'r~aH;~ ~h':
115 For Six Weeks

118

F:irikip~:!de,
Fi~hting

Jr .'s Greatest Flrine Machine; or,
the1'error of the Coast.

119 On the Great Meridian With Frn.nk Reade, Jr., In His
~:i~ i:iKi~dh~X.ir.or, A 'l'wentr-l!"ive 'l'houeand Mile

120 Under the Indian Ocean With Frank Reade, Jr.; or,
A Cruise in a Submarine Boat.

121 Astray in tho Selvasb or, The Wild Experiences of
!~::~c~Wi~~, J!!·Ele~[ri~Yo:bd Pomp, in South
122 Los t in a Comet's Tail; or. Frabk Reade, Jr.'s Strange
a'dveoture Wah Hi e .New Air-Ship.
123 Six .Suo ken Pira.tee; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Marvelous
Adventures in the D eep Sea.
124 Beyond the Go ld Coast: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Overland Trip With His Electric Phaeton.
125 Latitude 90°; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Most Wonderful
Mid-Air Flight.
126 Afloat in a Sunken Forest; or1 With Frank Reade,
Jr, on a Submarine Oruiee.
127 Act.oss the Desert of Fire: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s
128

129

o~:rTe,~~uc~~~Ynte0n~s~t~~~~~~;kunJ~~de.

Jr.'s Long

T~i~~~~t l~b';~f,;~~~ho~Z!(Wi1~rF~~~~ Reade, Jr.,

in a Deep Sea ()ave .
130 Along the Orinoco; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
Venezuela.
131 Acrose the Earth: 01', Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest Trip
With His New Air-Ship.
132 1,000 Fathoms Deep; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in

the Sea of Gold.

133 'l'he Island in the Air; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Trip to

the 'l'ropics .
In the \rild l\lao's Land: OT, With Frank Reade, Jr.,
in the Heart of A ustra.lio..
135 'J'he Sunken lethmus; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
the Yucatan Chann el With H1s New :Submarine
Yecht the" Se,.Diver.''
136 The Lost OaravRn: or, Frank Reade. Jr., on the
~t11ked Plains With His" Electric Racer . ..
37
0
I T::r:!':~~~e~Y:t:~i~hs r0~~~t~ ~~:geH1!·'Ne!d~i~:
Ship, the 0 Soet·tre ."
138 The Wei rd Isltmd: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange
Submarine Search for a. Deep Sea Wonder.
139 The Abandoned Country; or, Frank R eade, Jr ., Exploring a New Cootio~nt.
140 Over the Steppes; ol', Adrift in Aaia With Frank
Reade. Jr .
141 The Unknm•n Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s UnderWatet· Crui so.
U'l In t.he Black Zone ; or, Fra.ok Reade, Jr.'s Quest for
·
the Mountain of Ivory .
13(

80 Young Sleuth and B.illy the Kid Number Two; or, Tbe
Hidden Ran ch of thePanhandie.
81 Young Sleuth's Maste ~ Stroke; or, The Lady Detective',s Mnny Mu. ~:~ks.
8'l Murdered in a Mask; or, Young Sleuth n.t the Fren.ctt

au•

Ball.

83 Young SJeuth in Paris; or, The Keen Detecti••
the Bomb-'l'browers.
84 Young Sleuth and the Italian Brigands: or, The Keea
Detective·s G reuteet Rescue.
85 Young Sleuth and a D ead Man's Secret; or, The Me&-sage in the HAndle of a Dag~er .
86 Young Sleutb Decoyed; or, Tbe Woman of Fire.
87 Youna- Sleuth and the ltuna~ay Circus Boys; er, ~.&
lowing a. Pait· of Wild New York Lads.
88 Young :ileuth at Atlantit City; or, 1' 11e Great Seaside
Mystery.
B9 Young :Sleuth, tbe Detective in Chicago; or, Unra~-..

90

Th~ \rn~~'::e~Ie
0

Safe; or, Young :Sleuth as a llaak
Detective.
91 Young Sleuth and tbe Phantom Detective: 'l'be ~
1
1 rail of tbe Dead.
92 Youn g bleuttt nnd the Girl in the Mask ; or. The L&4b'
Monte Uristo of Baltimore.
93 Young S leuth nod l.he Uorsican Knife-Thrower: u,
l'b e l\:lystery of the 1\lurdered Actress.
94 Youn g !:Heutb and the Cushier's Crime; or, 'l'he E•idePce of a. Deatl 'Vitness.
95 Young Hleuth in the Toils; or, The Death TraP" ef
New York.
96 Young blenth und the 'M iser's Ghost: or, A Huat Fer
Hidden .Money.
97 l' oung Sleuth as n.. Dead Game Sport; or, The Keea
Detectives H.use for $10,000.
98 Young Sleuth and the Gypsies• Gold; or, The Pa.ekage
Marked .. Z."
99 Youna- Sleuth and Poli~y Pete, the Sharper King; or,
'l,he Keen UatPctive's Lottery Game.
100 Youn~ot Sleuth in tbe Sewers ot New York; or, Keea
W 01·k fl'otn Bruad way to the Howery.
101 Young ::,lbut.l.t u.nd tile l\tud Hell Hinger; or, 1' be
Secret of tbe Olti Church 'J'ower .
102 Young Sleuth's Vnknown; or, 'J'lle MB.n who Came

Behind .

103 Young 51euth'a Great Swamp Search; or,1'he )liseGirl or Everglade.
104 Young f:ileutb and the Mad Doctor; or, The Sevea
Poisoned Powders.

l~ i~~~: ~ie~ti~:~s ~~~e~~u~o~~·r~~t;P~~.~fU~e'K!~:iD~:

t ective' e Ooub le Gnme.
107 Young Sleuth's Night \Vatcb; or, 'J'he Keen Detectivt~
Guarding Million•.
108 Younll Sleuth and the Mystery of tbe Dark Roem:
or, T he Crime or the Photograph Gallery.
109 Young Sleut.b and the Gold bhip Robbery; er, .HeaL·
ina l:Sold Crooks on an Oce&u ~teamer.
110 Young Sleuth and the Great Mine Myatery; or, Murdered Unaer G round.
Ill Young Slentb and the Runaway Heiress; or, A GirJ
Worth Millions A wong Deaverate Crooka.
112 Ytou~rJ~:r:~ ~~i>:~ke~f ~nted Mill; or, The l'ba•113 Younw Sleuth and the Millionaire '!'ramp; w, Du.,..

1

y~:~:ssVe~~~r ~:8sihe Masked Bather of Atlaat.je
City; or, Tbe Mystery of a Crime of t.he Surf.
115 Y~~~'§t~~ro~b and the Mad Artiat; or, 'fhe Orime .r
114

116 Young Sleuth's Best Find; or, The Secret of ~he lrH
"
Obest.
117 Young Slenth'a Lady Ferret; or, The Keen D&teot118

y~:~8g BJ1~~\il~u~~gyi.

Wolf in Sheep's Clothing; er,
UnmaskinJr the Princa or JmposLon.

Jl9 Young Sleuth's Boy Pupil; or, 1.'be Keen DetectJ.e'l

Street Boy l'ard .

120 Young .SJeutb and the SJdewalk Prince; or, Neck N

.'leek Witb Hidden ~·oes.
121 Youn~ Sleuth and the Mysterious lllodel: er, TM
Secret of a Murdered Artist.
12.2 Your.g Sleuth and the Lady Physician; or, The M11_.
t ery of tbe Poisoned Cop.
123 Young S leuth a nd tbe Actor's Strange Crime; er, Tile
Murd er Before the l?ootligbt.s .
124 Young Sleuth a.nd the :M adhouse Mystery; or, The
Mystic Sig n of 7.
125 Young Sleutb and tbe Mystery of tbe lllill oa \he
l1.arsh: or, The lndiau l)octor's Dark Plot
126 Young Sleuth and tbe lfe mu}e :Snake Charmer; er,
'fhe Handcuffed Man of the Iron Room .
127 Ygr~:esL~~~~ 'd:oa~el\l~~i~~t~~ii~:J.s; or, The Queea
128 Young Sleuth nnd J...~ost Mr. :M edway; or, the Haa•
Upon the Q.uicksand.
129 Young S l ~nth and the Copper Mine Mystery; or, Tbe
D etective's Underground Clew.
130 Young Sl euth and thtt SlAves of the Silver Dagger; or,
'l'he Mfstery of the New Aladdin .
131 Y~:~tt~:~t:,~~<},~rcee 1~:sd5e~!~ond Sharp ; or, Dee132 Young Sleuth and1 tbe Broadway Window Smasber; or,
'l'he Diamflnd '1 hi ef's Last Haul.
133 Young Sleuth and the Boy Fence of the Bowen; or,
Old Ill oil's Game for Gold.
134 Young Sleuth a.nd tbe Fau.l Postage S~p; or, Murdered by .Mail.
.
135 Youna- Sleuth and the Fire 1£ecape Crook; or, fbe
Keen Detective's Hattie in Mid Ail'.
136 Young Mleuth and the Midnight l\Ioonshinen; or,
'l'he 'fratl of the Mountain League.
137 YounK Sleuth and the Man in the Gray Ooat; er. The
:Mystery or a Murder Witi.Jout a Motive.
138 Young Sleuth and tbe Boy Baseball Captain; or.
Happy Harry's Great .Home Run.
l.3!il Young Sleuth and the Oamping Out Club; or, TM

uo y:J:!eSfe~~~~S:S ~:O'~~(A~~~.
a Poor Lad's Foe&.

Rider; or, Baflli•e

· All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt
of price. Adrlress
.

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

